COMPLAINT
LEO V THOMAS

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON
Index No. 2017-1668
RJI No. 22-17-0706

CARRIE M. LEO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

(PROPOSED) AMENDED COMPLAINT

TYLER C. THOMAS,
Defendant

The plaintiff, Carrie M. Leo, acting pro se, respectfully shows and alleges, upon knowledge as to herself and
her conduct, and upon information and belief, as follows:

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Explaining
THE NATURE OF ACTION
1.

This is an action for breach of bailment, conversion, negligence, fudiciary breaching duty, defamation by way
of defamatory injury to reputation, injurious falsehood, libel, slander as well as violation of her right to due
process and the possession and enjoyment of her property under the civil rights laws of the New York State
Constitution. Plaintiff also requests a preliminary injunction as well as compensatory and exemplary damages.
The case at bar involves a premeditated breach of a bailment agreement between two parties as well as the
resulting damage to the plaintiff professionally, personally, and financially. The damage inflicted upon
plaintiff was accomplished by the intentional assassination of her reputation where the defendant engaged in
rumor mongering, false accusations, cofabrication, and the unlawful detention and relocation of plaintiff’s
property. Furthermore, part of the illegally detained and relocated property (an activity that constitutes a
violation of the Lacey Act) has allegedly perished due to defendant’s negligence and neglect. Besides its own
intrinsic value of the property, the defendant’s alleged eternal loss of the aforementioned property has caused a
large, financial loss because the property was expected to generate substantial revenue for plaintiff’s growing
business in the near future.

2.

Defendant’s unlawful act of conversion was additionally sustained by defendant’s intentional defamation of
character which involved his organization of his social circles comprised of his colleagues, friends and family.
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Plaintiff was bullied, threatened, and forced (and continues) to endure an unjust reputation – one which she did
not create or possess prior to defendant’s unlawful detention of her property. The defendant used many
conniving, unethical methods in order to justify his actions against the plaintiff, including the adoption of a
narcissistic demeanor of an authority figure who must be convinced of plaintiff’s virtue as her way of earning
the return of her animals. Defendant is not privy to a choice of whether or not to return the animals; the
judiciary is privy to do so as fulfillment of their purpose.
3.

Since the plaintiff clearly stated to the defendant that her animals were not to be taken or kept anywhere but at
the facility of the defendant located in the State of New York, the defendant is clearly liable for damages
incurred by his reckless disregard of the bailment contract between the two parties, as well as plaintiff’s most
rudimentary constitutional rights sustaining the possession and enjoyment of her property. The denial of due
process resulted from defendant’s conversion of plaintiff’s property and as a result of many instances of
derogatory and untruthful claims the defendant made of the plaintiff’s quality of care for her animals as well as
her business and personal character, Such statements are proven by libelous statements introduced ver batim
later in this complaint.

4.

The defamation served the purpose of making the plaintiff look badly and therefore, undeserving to reacquire
her animals from the defendant. Defendant also incorporated other individuals to do his “dirty work” in calling
authorities with false complaints and inciting plaintiff’s immediate neighbors against her activities, all of which
were private matters and incurred an invasion of plaintiff’s privacy as well as that of her family. The
defamation of character incurred intentional infliction of emotional distress, both of which are the fifth and
sixth causes of action, respectively.

5.

In addition, plaintiff can prove that the plan of depriving her of her rights regarding her property had started
before defendant physically picked up the three animals of the plaintiff’s in April, 2017. Since even before he
picked the animals up from the plaintiff’s facility in April, 2017, the defendant has made numerous attempts in
masking his whereabouts so plaintiff could not find the location of her animals, and serve the defendant
process for this suit.

These facts will be proven during the following discussion of the various aspects of this

complaint.
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6.

The seventh, and final, cause of action is a request for punitive damages. Such an action is imperative in order
to address the delusional behavior the defendant continues to exhibit by an apparent belief that the return of
plaintiff’s animals is solely in his discretion. His contemptuous behavior can only be influenced by an
authority of the court’s stature in helping him understand that he is subject to the same laws and rules everyone
else is and he is, in no way, authorized to take on the demeanor and practices of a licensing authority.

JURISDICTION OF COURT AND ESTABLISHMENT OF VENUE
Proof of Service
7.

First and foremost, defendant was properly served the initiating papers on November 7, 2017, via the highest
caliber method possible; that being, the Madison County Sheriff’s Department – Civil Division. (See Exhibit
1). The affidavit of service has been filed with the County Clerk’s Office of Jefferson County by the Madison
County Sheriff’s Department in the week of April 11, 2018. The original copy was initially sent to a different
location by the administrative assistant at the Madison County Sheriff’s Department within a week of service
of the defendant back in November, 2017.
Personal Jurisdiction

8.

The Supreme Court of New York State in Jefferson County clearly has jurisdiction over this case and its
nuances for the following reasons:
a.

Defendant lived in Jefferson County at 44678 Bailey Settlement Road in Alexandria Bay (near
Redwood, NY), at the time the bailment agreement was made in early April 2017.

b.

Defendant lived in Jefferson County at 44678 Bailey Settlement Road in Alexandria Bay at the time
he acquired and initially possessed the plaintiff’s animals.

c.

Defendant gave plaintiff the distinct impression that he continued his residence and business
activities, specifically in regards to the bailment contract for her animals, long after he had left the
state of New York. In fact, he is documented to have moved to Texas in July of 2017, according to a
records search performed by a process server. See Exhibit 2. The aforementioned report also includes
all residences registered by defendant since May 2005.

d.

Defendant clearly premeditated the unlawful taking of the animals before he even left New York as
can be seen by his evasion of plaintiff’s many attempts to contact him as well as his failure to contact
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her in order to return the animals before he left the state. In fact, he may have been planning the
seizure of the animals before picking them up in April 2017.
e.

Plaintiff has reason to believe that the defendant left behind a few animals due to several derogatory
text messages sent to her phone, unsolicited, from a mutual acquaintance. Besides defendant’s
revelation to an officer about plaintiff’s fox being in New York, the text messages from the mutual
acquaintance is when plaintiff found out that defendant was still keeping exotic and wild animals at
his parent’s address of 44678 Bailey Settlement Road, Alexandria Bay, NY. (See Exhibits 8a & 8b).

f.

Defendant continues to have animals licensed in New York State where unlicensed people, namely his
family members, are taking care of the animals in his absence. One of these animals is a red-tailed
hawk. The Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1918 (16 U.S.C., §§ 703-712) specifically states that only
licensees under the Act may directly possess and care for federally protected birds, which includes
raptors. Thus, the reason for one to have a license to possess migratory birds, is to certify that the
applicant has at least forty hours in experience with a licensed mentor during which the applicant
learns the husbandry, handling, behavior and natural history of each species of migratory bird for
which the applicant requests licensure.

g.

License applicants are to receive forty hours training and mentorship for each species for which they
apply for licensure. With the licensee not present at the facility in which the bird is residing, the
licensee is dependent upon a family member or friend (most likely his father, in this case) to care and
handle the bird. If the “bird-sitter” is not licensed (which he is not in this case), then that is clearly a
violation of federal regulation.

h.

Defendant had resided with his family at the at 44678 Bailey Settlement Road address in Alexandria
Bay for the entire time plaintiff had known him since 2013 (Exhibit 2). According to defendant, his
family continues their residence in the same house and has kept his facility structures and some
semblance of his business operation in-tact.

i.

According to defendant’s website around the June –August 2017 timeframe, http://www.fpwc.net, his
business, Fragile Planet Wildlife Center, “expanded” to Madisonville, Texas, thereby implying that
service of process may occur in either state. See Exhibits 3A-3C.
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j.

Defendant continues to keep his address the same on file for both his USDA Exhibitor’s License as
one can see from the USDA Licensee Register available online. (see Exhibit 4) and his business dba
at the Jefferson County Clerk’s Office. See Exhibits 5A & 5B.

9.

CPLR 302, also known as the “Long Arm Statute” of New York State, provides for serving individuals whom
are domiciled out of state and therefore, cannot be served within the state of New York. In considering
whether the case at bar has coverage under the Long Arm Statute, the following criteria must be and have been
met by the details of this case.
a.

Last known residence of defendant was at 44678 Bailey Settlement Road in Alexandria Bay, NY.

b.

Defendant’s family remains continue to reside at the 44678 Bailey Settlement Road residence in
Alexandria Bay, NY.

c.

Defendant had his business/facility to where he originally transferred plaintiff’s animals at the
property on 44678 Bailey Settlement Road in Alexandria Bay, NY. See Exhibit 6 which contains an
inspection report of defendant’s facility on May 13, 2017 and shows his business’ town and state
facility on the report. In addition, the USDA Licensee Register still contains defendant’s New York
address as associated with his licensure. (See Exhibit 4).

d.

Defendant was residing at and maintained his business at 44678 Bailey Settlement Road, Alexandria
Bay, NY, on April 14, 2017 when the bailment agreement was made between the parties (see proof of
bailment agreement in Exhibit 7A and 7B).

e.

On July 21, 2017, defendant’s website for his business/facility, http://www.fpwc.net, announced that
the business had “expanded” into Texas, thereby implying that there are more than the one location in
Texas. The only other location, New York, is mentioned in his website post as continuing to be apart
of the overall business. Hence, the defendant did not “move” to Texas; he simply “expanded” his
business to cover the location in Madisonville, TX. (See Exhibit 3).

f.

Therefore, pursuant to CPLR 302(a)(1), there is a substantial relationship between the transaction of
business that the defendant conducts in New York State (the purchase, transfer, and possession of
exotic and wild animals) and the claim asserted by plaintiff.
Case law: Opticare Corp. v. Castillo, 25 A.D.3d 238, 243 (2d Dep’t 2005)
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10. Defendant had invested considerable time and energy in hiding his handling and whereabouts of plaintiff’s
animals from the time he had taken them into his possession. One of the ways he accomplished this trend, was
to “play games” with revealing his future location and when he will and did leave the state of New York. This
habit can be seen in Exhibits 9A, 9B, and 9C where it shows how he was incredibly vague regarding his move
out of New York State. Another method defendant uses in disguising facts concerning his location is making
different statements to other people about any subject, especially when it came to where he was going to move
his residence. (Exhibit 14).
11. Once he picked up the animals, he rarely communicated, often ignoring plaintiff’s attempts in contacting him.
Ultimately, communication from the defendant would be followed by his entire absence of communication to
the plaintiff about his intention of moving her animals thereby depriving her of her right of ownership and
possession of animals she legally acquired title for and working hard to maintain. The law addresses evasion
of service of court papers via CPLR §308(5). (Please refer to Exhibit 13.).
12. Literal compliance with CPLR §308 is, in fact, the delivery of the summons to the defendant directly. This
had been done in the case at bar albeit the defendant was in another state at the time of service.
13. Being that modern interpretations of service of process tend to coincide more so with the literal, physical
service of the defending party, rather than the intricacies and loopholes in the process which may be used by
those defendants evading service. Surely, the purpose of process is the procedural means by which the court
acquires jurisdiction, but its prime objective is to give notice to the defendant of a claim being made against
him so as to afford him sufficient opportunity to defend himself against such claim. This principle was well
expressed a long time ago in Hiller v. Burlington Missouri Riv. R.R. Co. (70 N.Y. 223, 227): "The object of
all service of process is said to give notice to the party on whom service is made, that he may be aware of and
may resist what is sought of him, and it is a general rule that any service must be deemed sufficient which
renders it reasonably probable that the party proceeded against will be apprised of what is going on against
him, and have an opportunity to defend." Defendant, therefore, shall enjoy no immunity from proper service of
legal process on his natural person, whereever that may be located at the time of service.
14. CPLR §313 confirms the method of service used and received by the defendant as valid service of process as a
party domiciled in another state.
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Subject-Matter Jurisdiction
15. Enjoying general jurisdiction in the state of New York, The State Supreme Court has subject-matter
jurisdiction over plaintiff’s case, pursuant to CPLR 3211(a)(2). That is, state courts are presumed to have

power to hear virtually any claim arising under federal or state law, except those falling under the
exclusive jurisdiction of the federal courts.

THE PARTIES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE BUSINESS ENDEAVORS in brief
16. The plaintiff, herein, Carrie M. Leo, is a resident of the State of New York and resides at 3199 Walworth
Road, Walworth, NY 14568. The plaintiff owns and operates a duly licensed wild animal rescue, rehabilitation
and permanent care facility by the name of Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation, Inc. with
an assigned Employer Identification Number (“EIN”) of 46-2030743 since February 7, 2012. (See Exhibits 9A –
9C) She also runs an additional business consisting of exotic animals at the aforementioned location. The

intention was to earn revenue from the latter business in order to support the former.
17. The defendant herein, Tyler C. Thomas, started a principal place of business filed under the d/b/a/, Fragile
Planet Wildlife Foundation (abbreviated as “FPWF”), on March 5, 2012 in the county of Jefferson in New
York State. Additionally, the defendant began operating a presumably duly licensed exotic animal center at
the same location, 44678 Bailey Settlement Road, Alexandria Bay, NY 13606 at the same time the d/b/a was
filed at the Jefferson County Clerk’s Office. As of April 11, 2018, the aforementioned business continues to be
filed under the Filing No. 2012-0207 at the County Clerk’s Office, with no changes noted in the details or
description of the business from the day of the filing in 2012. (See Exhibits 5a & 5b) The description of the
principal location of business in Alexandria Bay, continues to be part of the aforementioned description that is
associated with defendant’s business, FPWF.
18. Upon information and belief, plaintiff asserts that bailee has an assigned EIN of 58-2531232 which represented
his business venture described in the above paragraphs. However a more recent search of state databases
indicates no existence of the EIN in New York’s State Database of Incorporated Businesses. Thus, it is unclear
whether Defendant utilizes the EIN currently for FPWF, or has informally “reassigned” it to another very
similar business in the same niche specialty of environmental education. Since the EIN remains associated
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with a business even after it may be discontinued by the business owner or designated agent on record, it is
suspected that the defendant changed the details of the business description somewhat, including its name and
the state of inception, West Virginia, in order to evade paying taxes on the money he has earned over the years
from “flipping” or selling animals frequently.
19. Ironically, the issue of defendant’s evasion of paying income and business taxes to both state and federal
authorities was scrutinized about a year ago around the time when plaintiff was able to confirm the association
of the aforementioned EIN with FPWF via the Department of State. An investigation concerning the presumed
modification of the description of the business associated with the FPWF’s EIN is currently pending and is
being conducted with cooperation from the State and Federal authorities.

NUANCES OF STATE & FEDERAL CONSERVATION LICENSING
20. Because both the plaintiff and defendant have both short-term and long-term possession of various wild and
exotic animal species, there is a variety of licenses they are obligated to acquire and maintain,
If the animals are to be exhibited to the public. Exhibition is used by zoological facilities and backyard
operations for educational reasons and is often incorporated under the umbrella for a not for profit endeavor
registered with, in this case, the state of New York.
21. In contrast, if a private individual, who owns captive-born exotic animals outright and acquired from legal
sources, chooses not to exhibit his animals, he may consider them to be a part of a private collection of animals
requiring no licensing. This is generally true for both indigenous and non-indigenous species to the State of
New York, per the state’s Environmental Conservation Law. Because both the plaintiff and defendant initially
chose to exhibit the exotic animals to the public for the education of uncommon and rare species, both parties
are licensed for various privileges with specific species of animals they own and those that they simply
possess. Because of the aforementioned specific licensing, both parties are permitted to, and often do, hold
wild animals for state and federal authorities in trust.
22. The plaintiff maintains the following licensure ensuring possession of exotic and wild animals for exhibition:
a.

NY State: License To Collect & Possess – Education/Exhibition #623 (Exhibit 10).

b.

Federal: USDA-APHIS Class C Exhibitor’s License: #21-C-0435. (Exhibit 11).
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23. Although unconfirmed, it is believed that the defendant maintains the following licensure ensuring possession
of exotic and wild animals:
a.

NY State: License To Collect, Possess & Sell #119. (Exhibits 12).

b.

Federal: USDA-APHIS Class C Exhibitor’s License: #21-C-0391 (Exhibits 13).

Although defendant may maintain additional licensure with the state and USDA (for instance, authorizing the
breeding of specific species), it is only the two licenses listed above for both the plaintiff and defendant, that
are needed for the purposes of the contract made between the two parties concerning the animals that are at the
core of this complaint.
24. If any person acquires an unlicensed, regulated and/or protected animal from one facility to another, he may be
in violation of state and federal conservation laws (AWA 2.132) If the same person takes the regulated species
from inside the state to another, which would obviously incur interstate travel, violation(s) of the Lacey Act
(16 U.S.C. §§ 3371-3378) as well as other relevant states’ laws existent in the target state as well as states
through which the person may travel with the animal in order to get to the target state, may also have occurred
when defendant moved animals from New York to Texas.
25. Moreover, if a person acquires a regulated animal from another person, and the animal fails to be licensed
properly at the time of acquirement by the bailee, both the defendant, and the plaintiff from whom the animal
was acquired are both engaging in illegal activity in acquiring and possessing an animal that needs to be
licensed.
26. Defendant should have an itinerary as well as proof of authorization from all states concerning the export from
New York, as well as the travel restrictions of relevant states he passed through with plaintiff’s animals as well
as laws, rules and regulations of the target state; in this case, Texas.
27. Plaintiff has not been able to confirm with New York and Texas authorities that defendant followed the import
and export laws as there are no records to prove his transport of any animals from New York state to Texas in
July, 2017. (Exhibit 18)
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STATEMENT OF FACTS
Supporting
THE CAUSES OF ACTION
The defendant, or bailee, was given possession of the bailment property by the plaintiff, also referred to as the bailor, on
April 22, 2017 when the bailee transported all three animals from bailor’s facility in Walworth, NY to his facility in
Alexandria Bay, NY.
First Cause of Action: Chattel Bailment
28. A bailment for mutual benefit exists when the bailee acquires lawful possession of property, consisting of an
actual delivery or performance of said property by the bailor. Such a transfer of possession of bailor’s property
was to be temporary and understood by both parties involved in the agreement. In addition, a duty to account
for the property (by the bailee) as that owned by the bailor, the type of duty was that of mutual benefit thereby
expecting the bailee to exercise extraordinary care in relation to the property bailed.
29. Bailor needed a place where her animals received care while she recovered from surgery. In exchange, the
bailee was allowed to exhibit the animals on-site at his facility, so long as he understood those animals that
were exhibited were on bailor’s Inventory List for USDA Licensure.
30. A bailment was created when bailor transferred possession of three of her animals, one female fisher, one male
badger, and one female red fox, to the bailee. This transfer of possession only, can also be seen as the
performance of the bailor.
31. Due to impending surgery and recovery (Exhibits 19A-19B) thereafter and in providing for the continuum of
care for the animals throughout the recovery period, plaintiff arranged with defendant a short-term boarding
agreement for three animals.
32. Defendant agreed to provide daily care for all three animals at his facility, which was located in Alexandria
Bay, NY. (Exhibits 7 and 25)
33. Plaintiff has uncontested evidence of ownership of all three animals. (Exhibits 17A, 17B)
34. Plaintiff has evidence of current USDA licensure. (Exhibit 11)
35. Plaintiff sent evidence of current USDA Licensure to defendant. (Exhibit 16)
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36. Plaintiff maintained ownership of said animals and kept them identified on her USDA license (as mentioned in
paragraph #14), while Defendant was to maintain possession of the animals until plaintiff had recovered from
surgery and was able to provide proper care for them. This boarding arrangement was not to exceed six
months. (Exhibit 7)
37. It was agreed that when plaintiff picked up animals after her recovery, she was to take them directly to a zoo in
Oklahoma as a part of a previously made deal with the zoo owner to be able to display the animals while she
maintained ownership of them. The defendant was well aware of such plans as he knew the zoo owner
personally, recommended the zoo to the plaintiff on an earlier occasion, and plaintiff told him of these plans
when the transport plans were solidified between the two parties.
38. While talking to the plaintiff on an earlier occasion, defendant requested specific animals out of plaintiff’s
managerie to board; namely mustelids. Upon arriving on April 22nd, he was disappointed that the male fisher
and an African Crested Porcupine weren’t part of the boarding agreement. The male fisher and African
porcupine had already been transferred to the zoo in Oklahoma about a week earlier.
39. On April 22, 2017, defendant transported all three aforementioned animals from plaintiff’s facility in
Walworth to his facility in Alexandria Bay, NY with plaintiff’s approval. Defendant made no mention of
travel plans or moving his business to any other locale thereby maintaining the plaintiff’s belief that the
animals would be maintained at the location of defendant’s business in Alexandria Bay, NY.
40. With the exception of one phone call in May, the plaintiff’s attempts to contact the defendant from April 22nd
to July 21st, for the purpose of obtaining an update of her animals, were not met with any response from the
defendant. Contact attempts were in the forms of text message from phone, face book message, message from
his website, or a phone call. Even the officer from Madisonville Police Department did not get Tyler to tell her
his location when she asked him. The officer’s report cites the defendant’s ambiguity during the conversation
over the phone he and the officer had. (Exhibits 15 and 20 )
41. Case Law for bailment: Osborn v. Cline, 263 N.Y., 434, 189 N.E. 483, 483 (N.Y. 1934) [1];
Martin v. Briggs,235 A.D.2d 192, 663 N.Y.S.2d 184, 197 (N.Y. App. Div., 1st Dep’t 1997) [2];
Castner v. Ins. Co. of N. Am.,40 A.D.2d 1, 337 N.Y.S.2d 52, 54 (N.Y. App. Div., 3d Dep’t 1972) [1-2];
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Mays v. N.Y., N.H. & H.R. Co.,197 Misc. 1062, 1063, 97 N.Y.S.2d 909, 911 (N.Y. App. Div., 1st Dep’t 1950)
[1].
Second Cause of Action: Conversion
42. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every one of the following allegations as if set forth fully herein.
43. In order to prove the fraud by conversion, the plaintiff must demonstrate the following:
a.

Plaintif has an immediate superior right of possession;

b.

to identifiable property;

c.

the exercise by defendant of unauthorized dominion over the property in question;

d.

to the exlusion of plaintiff’s rights.

44. Superior right of possession to identifiable property has already been established in the aforementioned
paragraphs 28-39 and exhibits noted therein.
45. The May phone conversation with the defendant was the only contact defendant accepted from the plaintiff
prior to July. All other attempts by plaintiff in contacting the defendant were to no avail.
46. During the plaintiff’s discussion with the defendant, he mentioned taking the animals out of state to Texas.
Plaintiff adamantly objected and stated that if she had known of the defendant’s plans to move out of state, she
would have chosen not to board them with the defendant. Plaintiff then reiterated several times throughout the
phone conversation that defendant is not to move the animals anywhere without her approval, especially not
out of state. Defendant understood and agreed with the plaintiff. However, he still didn’t confirm the date he
was to move down to Texas, even after plaintiff asked. The conversation ended with the plaintiff telling him to
give her a call a couple of weeks he knows for sure he will be leaving the state. Again, he understood and
agreed to do so.
47. Defendant failed to give notice to the plaintiff about the date of his move out of state. Abandonment and lack
of due diligence did not occur on the behalf of the plaintiff as according to 25 AGM B - 331 - 1; but, rather, it
did occur on behalf of the defendant:
“Having been placed in such custody for a specified period of time the animal is not removed at the
end of such specified period and a notice to remove the animal within ten days thereafter has been
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given to the person who placed the animal in such custody, by means of registered letter mailed to the
last known address of such person.”
48. Defendant made no such attempt to give the plaintiff an opportunity to reacquire her animals from his facility.
49. When he eventually answered plaintiff’s text message, he accused the plaintiff of “abandoning” her animals as
well as other false accusations, such as neglect and cruelty. Not one of his accusations has been, or will be,
substantiated, as they are clearly levied with the sole purpose of winning ownership of animals plaintiff clearly
owns.
50. Defendant’s possession of the three animals was that of a bailee and his obligation to platiniff is defined and
measured by the law of bailments (see Wikiert v City of New York, 128 A.D.3d 128, 132 [2d Dept. 2015]).
51. Thus, the tort of conversion occurred when the defendant took plaintiff’s animals and considered them his own
thereby disregarding her right to possess property for which she has title.
52. In a face book message conversation between both parties on July 21, 2017, plaintiff learned that defendant
transported all three of her animals to unknown location without authorization and notice to plaintiff.
Defendant agreed to return animals acknowledging plaintiff’s ownership, and rights. to said animals on more
than one occasion since the initial bailment contract was made back in April, 2017. (Exhibit 25)
53. There is no requirement that a plaintiff allege that the defendant intended to possess its property; instead, the
plaintiff merely has to show the defendant acted without its authoriaation when it deprived the plaintiff of its
property.
Case Law: General Elec. Co. v. Am. Exp. Isbrandtsen Lines Inc., 37 A.D.2d 959, 327 N.Y.S.2d 93 (N.Y.
App. Div, 2d Dep’t 1971).
Statute of Limitations: The statute of limitations applicable to a cause of action for conversion is three years,
and it begins to run when the plaintiff demands the return of the property and the defendant refuses.
Reference: New York Civil Practice Law and Rules 214(3); and
In re Vogel,23 Misc. 3d 512, 871 N.Y.S.2d 894, 897(N.Y. Sur. Ct., Westchester Co. 2009).
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Third Cause of Action: Fudiciary Breaching Duty
54. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every one of the following allegations as if set forth fully herein.
55. Fudiciary Breaching Duty can be established by the following:
a.

A fudiciary relationship;
In this case, the fudiciary relationship has been established by way of bailment, which was proven in
paragraphs 28-39 and exhibits included therein

b.

Misconduct, including

c.

Situation of self dealing or personal interest conflicts;
The defendant had a self interest in specific animals in plaintiff’s menagerie, namely mustelids and
porcupines. He made this known prior to transporting the chattel to his facility in New York in April.
Furthermore, if the fisher is, in fact, deceased, it is due to his negligence in moving an animal that was
ill and could not make the long road trip from New York to Texas. It was in his interests to keep
plaintiff’s animals by taking the law into his own hands. If he was truly concerned about the animals’
care, he should have notified the proper authorities who then are obligated to follow processes in
situations like these (suspected negligence) stated in the Animal Welfare Act, Subpart F, chapter 8.

d.

The fudiciary injuring or acting contrary to the interests of the person to whom a duty of loyalty is
owed;
If the defendant acted in good faith and had a sincere concern over plaintiff’s husbandry practices, he
owed it to her to talk to her about it, instead of making false accusations and taking off with her
property. The very fact that he didn’t get authorities involved, speaks volumes as to how nefarious his
actions were in regards to the plaintiff’s rights and his responsibilities as a fudiciary.

e.

Damages that were directly caused by the defendant’s misconduct.
Plaintiff has experienced the loss of income for her business, as well as a damaged reputation due to
defendant’s unlawful detainment of her animals. (see accompanying affidavit for details about
specific monetary losses contained in Exhibit 18).
Case Law: Birnbaum v. Birnbaum, 73 N.Y.2d 461, 466, 539 N.E.2d 574 (N.Y. 1989) [1-3];
Doe v. Roman Catholic Diocese of Rochester,51 A.D.M. 1392, 1393, 857 N.Y.S.2d 866, 867
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(N.Y. App. Div., 4th Dep’t 2008),
Kurtzman v. Bergstol,40 A.D3d 588, 590, 835 N.Y.S.2d 644 (N.Y. App. Div., 2d Dep’t 2007) [1-5].
f.

There is a three to six year statute of limitations for a cause of action for fiduciary breaching duty and
is governed by the NYCPLR §§213(1) and 214(2); see also IDT Corp. V. Morgan Stanley Dean
Witter & Co.,12 NY.3d 132 (N.Y. 2009) The statute of limitations is tolled until the fiduciary has
openly repudiated his or her obligation or the relationhiop has been otherwise terminated. See:
Bouley v. Bowley,19 A.D.3d 1049, 1050, 797 N.Y.S.2d 221, 223 (N.Y. App. Div.,4th Dep’t 2005).

Fourth Cause of Action: Fraudulent Concealment by Fudiciary
56. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every one of the following allegations as if set forth fully herein.
57. The elements of the aforementioned cause of action are
a.

Defendant owed a fudiciary duty to the plaintiff;
In this case, the fudiciary relationship has been established by way of bailment, which was proven
in paragraphs 28-39 and exhibits included therein

b.

Defendant concealed a fact;
As stated throughout this complaint, defendant had concealed his intentions with plaintiff’s
animals and misrepresented them to the plaintiff as early as April 2017. He also concealed the
timeframe during which he intended on leaving the state as well as his taking the plaintiff’s
animals with him. Defendant also concealed the location of plaintiff’s animals in Texas as well
as any documents required for import, export, travel within states, veterinary inpsection,
necropsy, travel itinerary, etc.

c.

The concealment was intentional in order to defraud or mislead the plaintiff;
Defendant clearly wanted to mislead plaintiff as he actively concealed his intentions by lacking
the proper documentation mentioned previously, not replying to plaintiff’s attempts to contact
him about her animals, playing games concerning the a nimals’ return to the plaintiff, etc.

d.

The plaintiff reasonably relied on the misrepresentation
Plaintiff relied on the bailment agreement between her and the defendant. She needed to undergo
surgery for a substantial injury that she had waited to have for over 18 months in order to make
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sure her animals and business were cared for properly. Defendant used this opportunity to
defraud plaintiff and keep property of hers to which he has no rigth of ownership.
e.

The plaintiff suffered damage as a result of its reliance on the defendant.
Plaintiff has experienced the loss of income for her business, as well as a damaged reputation due
to defendant’s unlawful detainment of her animals. (See accompanying affidavit for details about
specific monetary losses contained in Exhibit 18).
Case Law: P.T. Bank Cent. Asia v. ABN AMRO Bank N.V. 301 A.D.2d 373, 376, 754 N.Y.S.2d
245, 250 (N.Y. App. Div., 1st Dep’t 2003) [1-5].

58. Because the defendant may not have wanted record of the animals being moved, it is possible that the
defendant did not export from NYS and import into Texas legally.
59. Record of transport of live inventory may also have been accomplished under the USDA license and possibly
Texas state licenses for defendant’s business associate and landlord in Texas, Courtney Frenchak of Frenchak
Farms in order to evade detection and possibly other animal owners with whom he may be in contention.as
well.
60. Defendant is required to keep a travel itinerary for transport of any USDA-regulated animals. However, he did
not produce one upon plaintiff’s request suggesting further concealment of the unauthorized movement of
plaintiff’s animals within New York State as well as outside of the state.
61. Plaintiff and defendant had a phone conversation on August 17, 2017 during which again, defendant stated he
would make arrangements with plaintiff to transfer her animals to her. The conversation was to continue later
that evening.
62. Shortly after the phone conversation in August, defendant changed his mind yet again and stated that the
animals wouldn’t be returned to plaintiff as a result of several unsubstantiated accusations he made regarding
her care for her animals. The defendant has no knowledge of plaintiff’s care routines of any of her animals and
therefore, has no knowledge of how plaintiff takes care of her animals.
63. Defendant never made the phone call to plaintiff the evening of August 17 and failed to answer her attempts to
contact him. Therefore, plaintiff considered his actions as insincere and yanking plaintiff around as he had
done for this entire ordeal.
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64. Because defendant refused to give plaintiff his address in Texas, plaintiff requested and received the aid of
Madisonville Police Officer Bohan #212 on August 18, 2017. Officer Bohan was able to ascertain that the
Defendant and two of plaintiff’s animals, the fisher and badger, were in Madisonville, Texas, at Frenchak
Farms. For the first time, defendant alleged the fisher had died shortly after making it to Texas. Plaintiff does
not believe the fisher is dead as he had just mentioned the day before during their phone conversation how all
of the animals, including the fisher, were doing well.
65. On or around August 21, 2017, the plaintiff obtained the police report written by Officer Bohan regarding her
August 18 phone conversation with the defendant (Call #20171545 – Exhibit 15). Plaintiff read in the police
report that her fisher allegedly “is dead”, although the defendant mentioned how all three animals, including
the fisher, were “safe” in Texas, during the August 17 phone conversation between the two parties.
66. No medical report or necropsy was offered to plaintiff for verification of the alleged death implying that the
animal may be still alive and either sold or being kept by the defendant for his own use. Nevertheless, the
death of any animal is presumably due to the negligence of the bailee, in this case, the defendant, and is a
prima facie argument in plaintiff’s favor and holding the defendant liable and therefore, responsible for
damages experienced by the plaintiff that occurred from the death of the animal.
67. On September 14, 2017, plaintiff ascertained a copy of an inspection report from USDA stating that during an
inspection on May 25, 2017 the plaintiff’s animals were kept in unclean enclosures due to an unacceptable
accumulation of feces. (Exhibit 6) This detail is ironic since animals “forced to live in their own waste” was
exactly what the defendant publicly accused plaintiff of on face book. Defendant never saw plaintiff’s facility
in order to ascertain the conditions thereof.
68. On September 25, 2017, plaintiff learned in an email conversation with ACI, Andrea D’Ambrosia, that the
defendant has never received any written instructions from the USDA concerning the return of plaintiff’s
animals. Furthermore, she confirmed that the issue is one between the plaintiff and the defendant and needs no
involvement from the USDA, regardless whether either party’s facility is currently in full compliance, so long
as the facility maintains an active license. (Exhibit 31C)
69. Plaintiff is currently working with USDA Veterinary Medical Officers, (or ‘VMO’s), Dr. Kerri Lupo and Dr.
Tonya Hadijis in getting her facility inspected so it will be in full compliance.
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70. Regardless of the licensing status of the plaintiff, or even if she’s licensed at all, the bottom line is it doesn’t
matter. Plaintiff needs no licensing for the return of her animals, according to the law. The NYSDEC has no
jurisdiction over animals in private ownership and those that are not indigenous to New York State, pursuant to
statutes 11-0105 and 15-0103(g) of Article 3 found in the NYECL. The only exception in the case at bar is
possessing exotic and wild animals for exhibit.
71. Plaintiff is requesting an investigation from USDA-APHIS regarding the alleged death of plaintiff’s female
fisher cat, which was in Thomas’ care at the alleged time of death.
72. By reason of the facts and circumstances stated above, defendant has breached the contract and had displayed
reckless disregard for the welfare of said animals still belonging to the plaintiff and therefore was negligent in
exercising due diligence thereby making him liable for the financial loss plaintiff has endured as a result of
defendant’s greed and arrogance.
More Fraud and Deceit
73. During the face book message conversation on July 21, 2017, defendant attempted to change the terms of the
contract by levying a fee from plaintiff as a condition for her to reacquire her animals. The fee was stated by
the defendant as $100 for each animal for each day of board at his facility. Such a fee would have totaled
$27,000 by that time thereby being cost-prohibited for plaintiff to pay to get her animals back.
74. Per bailment agreement, there was no fee mandatory for the plaintiff. Although there was no boarding fee
required, she gave him feed for the animals on the day of pickup from her facility as well as offered veterinary
care for them during the phone conversation in May, 2017. The defendant accepted the feed but declined any
payment by the plaintiff for veterinary fees.
75. By attempting to garner money from the plaintiff, it is clear that the defendant doesn’t even believe his own
statements about the alleged poor quality of care animals are getting at the plaintiff’s facility. He is all about
the money and status. Once he has both, he revealed that he was more than happy to return the animals.
Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Cause of Action: Defamation Torts
Fifth Cause of Action: Defamatory Injury to Reputation, Injurious Falsehood, Libel and Slander
76. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every one of the following allegations as if set forth fully herein.
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77. Defamatory Injury to Reputation involves the deliberate or negligent, false statement that is published or made
widely known to a third party without the consent of the subject. A plaintiff may recover for an injury to
reputation and character. Such defamatory statements made by the defendant also included libel and slander.
78. Injurious Falsehood may also be proven by providing the following elements: 1. Utterance or publication of
an untrue statement to another with malice comprising either ill will, scienter, or deliberate falsification about
the plaintiff’s business or property; and inducing others to refrain from dealing with plaintiff or otherwise
depriving plaintiff of peospective economic advantage.
79. Defendant Thomas started to accuse plaintiff of neglect of her animals to other people, during a phone
conversation he had with plaintiff’s stepmother on July 22, 2017 stating that plaintiff was guilty of “negligence
and abuse”. These were allegations he also texted to plaintiff around the same time he spoke to my
stepmother. (See Exhibit 35).
80. Plaintiff began researching defendant’s business and his interactions with others. Plaintiff learned that
defendant has sold animals donated to or loaned out to him by colleagues. Plaintiff started a search not only
for more information about her animals but also, any information on the possibility of defendant breaching
contracts or acquiring animals illegally.
81. Furthermore, while plaintiff started to contact other parties in order to find information about defendant’s
whereabouts and the welfare of her animals, defendant retaliated by listing false accusations on face book,
messaging, and presumably by phone and in person to other people not involved in the bailment between
plaintiff and defendant.
82. Defendant also claims to have spoken to authorities involved in the licensing of plaintiff’s facility, such as the
USDA and NYSDEC. When he claimed to have written instructions from the government in keeping the
animals from plaintiff, he was asked for a copy of such instructions both by Madisonville Police Officer Bohan
and plaintiff, defendant refused. Hence, the extent of his stated relationships in working with the
aforementioned agencies is untrue. (Exhibit 15)
83. Defendant also offered no evidence or facts as basis for any neglect or any other accusations he announced on
social media.
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84. Plaintiff has reason to believe that the defendant has attempted to get both state and federal authorities to
terminate licensure for plaintiff’s activities based on his false accusations of plaintiff’s treatment of her
animals. This especially occurred after defendant accused plaintiff of taking animals from his New York
facility (the one he wants the court to believe doesn’t exist anymore in order to get the case turned over to a
court in Texas). Defendant posted a face book post requesting all of his friends to contact him as he “needs
help” with something. (Exhibit 35) Not long after that, it came to plaintiff’s attention that there was an influx
of calls to the NYSDEC, USDA-APHIS, town and law enforcement authorities concerning the plaintiff and
false accusations on her activities and character. One allegation was that she was still rehabilitating coyotes
and sending them off to zoos, which had no truth in it, whatsoever. On another occasion, plaintiff was sent
emails with threats from two of defendant’s face book friends. (Exhibit 35B-C)
85. Defendant even went so far as to contact at least one of the plaintiff’s neighbors in eliciting complaints against
plaintiff’s business. The neighbor put plaintiff under surveillance by writing notes and sending them to the
zoning office of the town chronicling every move plaintiff makes from turning on a light in the back yard to
the number of people she has over to her residence. It is believed that the neighbor has turned over such
observations to defendant as well. The purpose of including the defendant as the subject of such detailed
notes, was to keep track of animals coming into and out of defendant’s facility as well as any other information
defendant can use in destroying plaintiff’s reputation thereby gaining possession of her animals, especially
expensive ones. Plaintiff became aware of the connection between defendant and her neighbors when only
minutes went by after he accused plaintiff of stealing animals from his New York facility, the same neighbor
tried gaining access into plaintiff’s closed face book group and another face boook post from another one of
defendant’s supporters strongly implied that the neighbor had notes from daily activities she had seen the
plaintiff perform, none of which was illegal. These activities constitued an egregious violation of plaintiff’s
privacy as well as that of her family who resides with her.
86. Defendant has also had several individuals send text messages, face book messages and posts to plaintiff
chastising her for defending herself against defendant’s unsubstantiated accusations. Such correspondences
have escalated into threats in attempts to control defendant’s blowing the whistle on defendant’s tendency to
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ascertain animals from other people unethically and possibly illegally, like he had done with the plaintiff and at
least two other people in the past.
History of Defendant’s Business Deals
87. Defendant has taken in many “rescues” that he has then sold at an immense profit. Animals that he flipped are
ringtail lemurs, fox pups, a capuchin monkey, short-tailed opossums, porcupines and bettongs. Although
selling donated animals may not be illegal, it is considered highly unethical in the exotic animal and rescue
industries. In the case of the ringtail lemurs, (Exhibit 37), the defendant also instigated some public shaming
of the former owners once again, stating that the animals were not cared for properly before he was given three
and immediately sold the third for a 100% profit. These may not be rescues at all, but rather, animals that
belonged to someone else that he somehow got ahold of and using for his own profit. There were other posts
with animals on defendant’s websites and facebook pages in which he also made derogatory remarks about the
previous owners of the animals which were represented in the pictures. However, coincidentally all of them
have been taken off of his social media and internet pages since plaintiff called his attention to such images and
how unfounded his remarks were about the owners which he made in text that was included in the pictures.
88. He also admitted to plaintiff a year or two ago that he gets his North American Porcupines from a “dealer” in
Ohio who takes them from the wild and sells them. Defendant breeds and sells the offspring, as well as adult
porcupines when they are too old to breed.
89. Defendant intentionally has targeted the plaintiff in misrepresenting her facility and quality of care. Instead of
consisting of high ethical standards, or any for that matter, defendant made a conscious decision to not only
take away the choice of the defendant in where she wanted to keep her animals but also where they were taken
and how they were being taken care of. He misrepresented his intentions and his quality of care in order to
manipulate the system for his own benefit and greed, defendant has many very expensive animals given to him
which makes many of his colleagues suspicious, as no other licensee that is known of, can claim the same
privilege of such donations.
90. With the collapse of her educational program, and therefore her business, the plaintiff’s lifestyle and way of
supporting herself and family has been detrimentally affected. In addition, with not knowing whether or not
she will ever see her animals again, animals that she worked very hard to acquire, keep and train, her life has
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undergone a significant shift towards depression and anxiety. Harassment by Thomas’ colleagues, who have
no interest in the disagreement between Thomas and plaintiff, has caused mental anguish, as they made it well
known that they had every intention of destroying her reputation so she could not run a successful business at
all. Plaintiff has every reason to believe they have been successful.
Eighth Cause of Action: Violation of Civil Rights under NYS Constitution – Due Process & Property
91. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every one of the following allegations as if set forth fully herein.
92. By not referring to local, state and federal laws, the defendant took it upon himself to arbitrarily flee from the
state with the property of another person. There was no phone call, no text, no email, no face book message;
there was absolutely no communication whatsoever, that leant the plaintiff to believe that she would lose her
animals to someone she admired and trusted for years.
93. Defendant gave false information constantly, when there was communication from him throughout this ordeal.
False allegations and insults were his method of choice in shaming and bullying plaintiff to give up the fight
for the return of her animals.
94. In fact, the information puported by defendant, especially publicly, was information specific to him;
information that was true for his facility, his character and his intentions. This was information he attributed to
the plaintiff in order to feel a lack of guilt or accountability for his actions against other people and the animals
that are unfortunate enough to find themselves locked in his facility; waiting to be flipped or sold to the highest
bidder.
95. Even with defendant’s allegations in his amended answer to plaintiff’s complaint that was submitted a mo nth
or two ago, he repeats the points of the plaintiff’s arguments and mimics her arguments to apply against her.
Clearly, the defendant does not have the good intentions he lead the plaintiff to believe he had. Likewise, he
also doesn’t have much of a rebuttal to the egregious errors he perpetrated regarding his misconduct and thus
the liability for which he must be held accountable.
96. There are rules, regulations, laws, statutes, treatisies, acts, etc. that we all most follow in both our professional
and personal lives. Two of those statutes is in the form of a civil right as a resident of this state; that is, the
right to due process and the right to possess and enjoy one’s property.
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97. Any individual can accuse someone of anything and play judge and jury with the possessions of others; hence,
the need for due process. It’s important that the Defendant understand that he is not judge and jury, and is far
from possessing the decent judgment required in order to judge someone and destroy their reputation, simply
because he wants what she has.
98. The society without rule and order is one that is highly arbitrary and archaic. It is a society void of logic but
overflowing with self-concern and indulgence. It is literally every “man” for himself. This is the world the
defendant lives in and one he seeks to impose on others. The court needs to help him understand a valuable
lesson which he refuses to acknowledge; that, one should always expect of oneself to follow procedures and
processes that exist for their own intrinsic good, such as our civil rights. If one has problems understanding the
law, he or she should be expected to employ the highest degree of ethics while seeking such understanding that
each one of us, in this state and in this country, is expected to have, if we intend to be regarded as a productive
citizen with high moral fortitude.
Tenth Cause of Action: Preliminary Injunction
99. Given the defendant remains unmoved by the effects of his egregiously selfish behavior, plaintiff requests a
preliminary injunction in order for her to gain immediate return of her three animals at defendant’s expense.
Since it was his decision to take the animals out of New York and into Texas; a decision that was clearly
prohibited by the clearly expressed wishes of the plaintiff, the defendant should pay the expenses.
Furthermore, the expenses should include transport from Texas to plaintiff’s facility in Walwoth, NY, any
certificates needed for travel in order to abide by laws relating to import, export and veterinary inspection of all
of the animals belonging to the plaintiff. In addition, documentation, such as travel itineraries as well as the
aforementioned certificates, should be given to plaintiff prior to transport, so she can be assured that the
transport is legal.
100. Should a trial ensue and the decision is in opposition to my relief sought by the aforementioned descriptions
of causes of actions included in this complaint, the animals would be placed where the court dictates.
101. Given the poor husbandry the defendant has for animals in his care as well as his tendency to flip animals,
plaintiff feels the animals are safer with her in New York at her facility. Both the USDA and NYSDEC have
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no objections over such a transfer as such has been discussed with the proper authorities in charge of
overseeing the region in which plaintiff’s facility is located. (Exhibit 33)
Eleventh and Twelfth Causes of Action: Exemplary and Compensatory Damages
102. Plaintiff seeks to recover damages and costs which the plaintiff has endured due to the misconduct of the
defendant. Plaintif respectfully requests the court to determine the appropriate amount as plaintiff’s initial
request of $100,000 was a best guess but uneducated estimate of compensatory damages.
103. In addition, plaintiff seeks exemplary damages in order to address the history and present day dealings
defendant has with other individuals who dare to have an animal he wants for his managerie. His bullying and
boarish handling of affairs, and lack of due diligence concerning the property of other private individuals is
reprehensible and will continue unless he is chastized sharply by an authority of the court’s stature.
104. Plaintiff has included an Affidavit of Explanation of Compensatory and Exemplary Damages in Exhibit 18.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
By reason of the facts and circumstances stated above, plaintiff has been damaged by defendant in the sum
equivalent to the purchase price of each animal, its value as an educational animal for plaintiff’s developing
business as well as the offspring that was expected from the fisher as she was a proven breeder with her mate that
was still under the ownership of the plaintiff. Exemplary damages are also requested at the discretion of the court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff demands judgement against defendant in the sum of $100,000, plus interest, for
costs, damages and disbursements, together with any other relief the Court finds to be just and proper.
The plaintiff would much more prefer to have all three of her animals given back to her as such animals were
already slated for educational programs and she had spent a lot of money and time in working with all of them on a
daily basis. The return of the animals would include veterinary cost for health certificates as well as any costs
related to the transport by the defendant to plaintiff’s facility in New York so they can be assessed by the facility
veterinarian (who is already familiar with the animals and how they’ve been cared for) and approved for possible
travel to the zoo in Oklahoma.
Dated: May 21, 2018.
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VERIFICATION
Carrie Leo, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am the plaintiff in the above-entitled action. I have written and read the foregoing Complaint and know the
contents thereof. The same are true to my knowledge, except as to matters therein stated to be alleged on information
and belief and as to those matters, I believe them to be true.
To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, formed after an inquiry reasonable under the
circumstances, the presentation of these papers or the contentions therein are not frivolous as defined in Subsection (c)
of Section 130-1.1 of the Rules of the Chief Administrator Judge (22 NYCRR).

May 22, 2018

Carrie M. Leo, Plaintiff
3199 Walworth14568 Road
Walworth, NY 14568
315.310.5376

Sworn to before me
This _____ day of _______________________________, 2018

____________________________________________________
Notary Public
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COMPLAINT EXHIBITS
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List of Exhibits
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INo. 2017-1668 RJINo. 22-17-0706
Name of Document on Exhibit

Ex.
No.
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8

*9

*10
*11
12
13
14
15

16
*17

*Exhibit pages included in the Request for Redaction are shaded pink.
Affidavit of Service of defendant in Texas
Heavensent Process Server - Record of Residency for defendant
A Authentication of creation date of file containing screenshot included as Exhibit 3C.
B Authentication of creation date of file containing screenshot included as Exhibit 3C.
C Screenshot from http://www.fpwc.net entitled " We're expanding ... "
USDA Listinf!, of Certificate Holders
List o(Newsvaversfor Postinf!. Lef!.al Notices, etc. 2018 for Jefferson County (published in 2012)
A. USDA-APHIS Inspection Report from May 25, 2017 written of defendant's facility
B. Pictorial created by plaintiff
A Agreement between plaintiff and defendant for return of the animals to plaintiff
B Text Messages Proving Existence of Bailment Contract
A. Adam DeParolesa text messages revealing first attempted entrapment
B. Adam DeParolesa text messages revealing second attempted entrapment
C. Adam DeParolesa text messages revealing third attempted entrapment
A. Certificate of Incorporation for plantiff s business
B. EIN document for plaintiffs business
C. Bylaws for plaintiffs business
Plaintiffs NYSDEC License #623 to Collect & Possess - Education/Exhibition
Plaintiffs USDA Class C Exhibitor License #21 -C-0435
Defendant's NYSDEC License to Possess and Sell # 119
Text Message from defendant verifying his USDA Exhibitor and NYSDEC LSP Licenses
Information regarding Defendant's business associate in Texas, Frenchak Farms.
A. Call #20171545 Report Sheet from Madisonville, TX Police Dept.
B. Pictorial Illustrating Contradiction Between Defendant's FB post and Officer Report Sheet in I SA.
C. Pictorial Illustrating Contradiction between Defendant's FB post and Officer Report Sheet in I SA.
Text sent by plaintiff to defendant with evidence of her current USDA License
A. Proof of purchase of fisher ( redacted)
B. Proof of purchase of badger ( redacted)
C. Proof of ownership and transfer of fox to Plaintiff

Doc.
Date
11.07.17
09.06.17
07.21.17
07.21.17
07.21.17
04.02.17
04.05.18
05.25.17
04.21.18
04.21.18
05.08.17
05.08.17
05.05 .17
02.07.13
02.13.13
02.13.13
2016
08.25.17
06.04.14
07.25.13
08.18.17
08.18.17
07.24.17
08.03.17
08.16.17
11.24.14
03.03.16
07.25.15

18

A.
B.
C.

*19

A.
B.

20

A.

C.

B.

No exhibit to submit
No exhibit to submit
No exhibit to submit
Affidavit in Support of Authenticating Exhibit 198
x-ray results of plaintiffs injury that occurred on 12.06.15
Face book post and pictures regarding plaintiffs injury and surgery
Proving Avoidance: Text Messages from plaintiff attempting to contact defendant. There
were also phone calls and voice mail left for the defendant in addition to the texts but didn't
result in replies from the defendant.
"Evading Service by Unde liverable Mail" sent out from Macedon PO on 07.25.2017
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05.23.18
12.22.15
06.01.17
05.06.17
05.22.17
05.23.17
06.14.17
07.25.17
08.11.17

Ex.
No.

Name of Exhibit Documents
*Exhibit pages included in the Request for Redaction (located in Exhibit 18) are shaded pink.

Doc.
Date

2l
22

24
25

*26

27
28
29
30
31
*32
33
34
35
36
37

Texts from plaintiff to defendant stating that the animals he refused to return were a part of her
08.2017
private collection of exotics thereby need no licensing.
Texts from defendant stating he will return the animals back to the plaintiff thereby restating the
agreement between the two parties (additional evidence in Exhibit 7)
A. Texts from defendant to plaintiff revealing the bailment agreement as well as his
04.04.17
indecision regarding the move or expansion to another state.
07.21.17
B. Bailment terms, such as payment, potential vet costs, etc.
04.15.17
C D - Video clips of the followin_g: _________________________________________________________________________ : _____________
Exhibit 26A: Video of fishers when first acquired upon arrival at plaintiff's facility
11.27.14
Exhibit 26B: Video of fisher enclosure
07.23.17
Exhibit 26C: Video of badger enclosure
07.23.17
Exhibit 26D: Video of badger in another enclosure and his surrounding living conditions
11.07.16
Exhibit 26E:
Happy badger - testimony for standard of care and living conditions
11.07.16
Exhibit 26F:
Video of geriatric fox enclosure
07.23.17
No exhibit to submit
No exhibit to submit
A. PETA Article - "Two Menageries Have Chutzpah ... "
12.03.13
B. PETA Article - "PETA Calls on Feds to Nix Cruel Mangerie's ... "
12.03.13
A. NYSDEC letter stating that fox and mink need not be licensed
10.02.14
B. NYSDEC letter stating that badger need not be licensed
05.06.14
A. No exhibit to submit
B. No exhibit to submit
C. Email Conversation between plaintiff and Andrea D'Ambrosia
09.25.17
Email for price of breeding pair of fishers dated 9/09/ I 7 (redacted)
09.09.17
Email authored by Mark D. Sanza, Esq. stating validity of plaintiff's state license #623.
03.27.18
07.24.17Defamatory FB Posts from defendant regarding plaintiff dated from July 24, August 2, and
08.03.17
August 3, 2017.
No exhibit to submit
A. No exhibit to submit
B. No exhibit to submit
C. No exhibit to submit
Post of Ring Tailed Lemurs-public shaming of former owners revealing a trend in defendant's
2.16.14
behavior towards other exotic·ani.mal owners who have animals which he wants.
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -X
CARRIE M. LEO

AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE
OF INITIATING PAPERS

Plaintiff

Index No.: 2017-1668

-vsTYLER C. THOMAS

Defendant

__________________ x
STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF MADISON

L

bcp,t,Y J,.,..\ JA.C-~6o,J , being duly sworn, depose and say:

I am over eighteen ( 18) years of age, am not a party to this action, and reside at:

That on

7

, 20fl, a t ~ _ €Jr;, __ p.m., I served a copy of the within

~-4.....,~""'i~E~(l_--fj--"'-' J.k~=-'"""'"~.$"""'-____ on }J()I/.

7, ci'/ofl

. The address ofthe place where

l~.J-==-..•. ....,o')........,_"""1'-4
___...._\....::'---..J~..
U.....l-=-w:'.aa;..._ _ __

the papers were served is: __._l_7=-=D...._l_---1R<""'n_,...B..,J..J=_,6. . .~'--'~=-....

I served the papers in the manner indicated below (check I.
~ 1. Individual

~

'?. or 3):

---,J/._ ~

By delivering a true copy thereof to
~ft
the person served to be the person namedm those papers because:

□

personally. I knew

2. Corporation

By serving the above on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, a domestic
corporation. by delivering a true copy thereof to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
who is t h e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I knew the corporation to be
that listed in the papers served and I knew the title of the person named above and that he/she was
authorized to accept service.
□

3. Substituted Service
By delivering a true copy thereof to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, a person of suitable age
and discretion. at the actual place of business. dwelling house, or usual place of abode in the state.
and mailing, as indicated below.

Affidavit ofService
Leo v. Thomas
Index No.: 20/7-/66X
Page I ()(7
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Index No. 2017-1668
LEOVTHOMAS

EXHIBIT 2

i Secure
I

I https:/; mail.goog!e.com/rr1arilu/(J,'#5<;:ar,:h/h•::3vHi/1:-:c5.:'.C'17d5cbfd3n

:\:.-¼u'WIT°>-~

-..._,..,

-

;:;-

Steven Rosner <steve@heavensentle_
gal.com>

to Ryan. me 1... i

Hi Carrie,

This is his cmTent address he moved here in July 2017. Madisonville TX is very rural. The sen'ice fee for this an
07/2017-09/2017

11-e
11-e

1701 ROBINSONLN. MADrS0NVILLE. TX 77864

05/ 2005-07 /2017

~·-·~

PO BOX 666, ALEXANDRIA BAY, NY 13607

05/200~-01/2017

4467 8 EMLEY SETTLEMENT RD. REDWOOD1 NY

13679

04/2016-04/2016

*-e ~
270 0 1 LIMESTONE RD. REDWOOD. NY 136 79

98/2013-08/2013

11-0 ,
4-4678 BAI.LEY SETl.MNT,AlEXANDRIA BAY, NY 13607

TYLER C THOMAS

•
•
•
•

Select Report
Get More Details
SSN: 093-742942
Check for fullSSN

• Age: 30

• DOB: 04/12/1987
•
• Possible Names {AKAs):

•
o

TYLER C THOMAS

o TYI.ERTTHOMAS

EXHIBIT 3

LEOvTHOMAS
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EXHIBIT 3
REDACTED

LEO vTHOMAS
Index No. 2017-1668
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''We're expanding

"

Authentication Slide: Showing proof of date and time stamp of creation/ last access of the highlighted file.

This infonnation proves that the image contained in the file was seen on the date associated with it in the image below.

r~rjarr2s~-
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Note: This image has been redacted to exclude personal information that could identify either the creator of this image or the equipment used to produce it, such as computer, software
programs, et. Full version of this image (the unred~ed version) is available, if needed.

LeovThomas
mdexNo.: l7el668
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"

"We're expanding

Authentication Slide: Showing proof of date and time stamp of creation / last access of the
highlighted file. This information prov~s that the image contained in the file is the same image
used when refen-ing to image or file name "we're expanding" in another exhibit.
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Note: This image has been redacted to exclude personal information that could identify either the creator of this image or the equipment used

to produce tt, such as computer, software programs, etc. Full version of this image (the unredacted version) is available, if needed.

LeovThomas
lndexNo.: 17"1668

EXHIBIT 4
Evidence Located on Pages 374 and 383
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USDA Listing of Certificate Holders
FOR THE WEB
By Legal and DBA Name Order
NEW YORK STATE Only

Source:
https://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_welfare/downloads/List-of-Active-Licensees-and-Registrants. pdf
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EXHIBIT 5

Jefferson ~ountp ~Ierk's ®fftce
175 ~rsenal ~treet
Watertown, .f!~ 13601

~i}elle 3f. ;.J$leeks
QJ:ountp QJ:lerk/~;,l$l~
gmeeks@to. jefferson. np. us

3Ja:ime ~. 'Qr:bompson
iJBeputp QJ:ountp QJ:lerk
jtlJompson@to.jefferson.np.us

Newspapers for Posting Legal Notices, ETC. 2018
If you are required by law to publish a notice in the official newspaper, you must now publish it in
two papers (a daily & a weekly)

Daily
1. Watertown Daily Times

260 Washington St.
Watertown NY 13601
P: (315) 782-1000
F: (315) 661-2523
(2 Days' Notice for Printing)

Weekly
2. South Jeff Journal
-F.K.A Jefferson Co. Journal

Adams NY 13605
P: (315) 232-2141
F: (315) 232-4586
E: jcjesfucn@citilink.net
(By Mon. 12PM/Printed Tues.)

In a related matter, the Board agreed that whenever notices, whether required or not, are published
in the area's newspaper, they should be published in whichever paper is read by the people most
affected. This might mean, for example, publishing a legal noti~e in the following papers in addition
to the official newspapers:
3. Thousand Islands Sun

45501 NYS Route 12
Alexandria Bay NY 13607
P: (315) 482-2581
F: (315) 482-6315
E: tisun@gisco.net
(By Mon. 5PM/Printed Wed:

~ecorbing iJBepa:rtment
~bone: (315)785-3200
jefftotlerksoffite@ro. jefferson. np. us

iJBepa:rtment of ;fflotor Yebitles
~bone: (315)785-3023
jfa:x: (315)785-5048

~ecorbs ;.l$la:na:gement
~bone:(315)785-5149
recorbscenter@ro.jefferson.np. us
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RNord Obituaries Celebrations Communtty Sports Real Estate Cars Jobs Classifieds Your Town

DBAs Filed in the Jefferson County Clerk·s Office

Biogs

~ Photos

Healing

has a
New Home!

Sponsored by

NYS Small

Business

Da.elorment

. . Center

• fr!'e conhdential couns!'!lnq for startups and eds1t1nq businesses
• Business pi.ins • Financial pro1ec1ions • Mar~etinq & more . . . ..

Call for an appointment: 315·782·9262

~-·
EFFERSON

The Samaritan
M e di1..· ul Ct:11t1! ,

Puvtlton

1~

1h.1\V opc11

fot pJticnt <·J r.::.

March 27, 2012

WATERTOWN, N.Y. -

A list of the OBAs (Doing Business Under an Assumed Name)
certificates filed at the Jefferson County clerk's office in March 2012:

SeHbty
//,r

Slape
7)-{(; I !HHl

Bin 427
427 Market St., Cape Vincent
1
Type of business: restaurant/bar
Filed March 23 by: SUzanne L Petroske, 105 Packetts Glen, Fairport
TKO Floor Cleaning

(

2537 Alexandra Meadows, watertown

Type of business: floor cleanmg, janimrial
Filed March 23 by: Timothy Beaudoin, 2537 Alexandra Meadows, Watertown
· Bob's Trucking
17987 County Route 76, Adams Center
Type of business: trucking
Filed March 23 by: Robert 0. Smith, 17987 CR 76, Adams Center
Ron Lynn Farm Stand
24863 Route 26, Redwood
1 Type of business: farm stand
Filed March 23 by: Ronald A. anti Roslyn B. Stephenson, Redwood

Key Services
630 Gotham St., watertown
Type of business: home maintenance and property management
Filed March 23 by: Austin S. Key, 630 Gotham St., Watertown
Greg Hess Contracting
8715 Noble St., Evans Mills

Type of business: construction
Filed March 22 by: Gregory A. Hess, 8715 Noble St., Evans MiHs
Hardy Industries
County Route 59, Dexter
Type of business: wholesale maintenance, equipment and office supplies
Filed March 22 by: John G. Hardy, CR 59, Dexter
North Country Stress Reduction and Revitalizing
29232 County Route 69, Copenhagen

http://newzjunky.com/news/DBA_March 12.htm
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Type of business: stress reduction program
Filed March 21 by: Kim M. Berghom, 29232 County Route 69, Copenhagen
(

R/10/:,t RRBERRl

On the Go Enterprises

106 Patrician Lane, Brownville
1 Type of business: vending machines
Filed March 21 by: Peter J. Wll 111, 106 Patrician Lane, Bro'Mlville
Delles Contracting and Pruperty Maintenance
' 31030 Sandy HoHow Road, Philadelphia
Type of business: contracting
Filed March 21 by: Michael J. Delles, 31030 Sandy Hollow Road, Philadelphia

r:11~{ nm If!I, flOdl, !Jilli homP olldio

IUmtlorn liutiuo
105 7 Arsenal St. • Watertown

405-8061

A & J Property Rentals
37774 Route 12E, Clayton
Type of business: property rentals
1
Filed March 21 by: Joseph and Amy Getman, 37774 Route 12E, Clayton
I

, E. J. Robbins Construction
36072 County Route 15, LaFargeville
' Type of business: carpentry
Filed March 21 by: Elizabeth J. Robbins, 36072 County Route 15, LaFargeville

Doldo & Ne<ldo. P.C.
\T J ( l JS::\L\~.. \ T l..\\\
::; :','I'

:

•

;;, • ; I

Boats Four Rent
, 1100 State St., Route 12E, Clayton
Type of business: boat rental
Filed March 21 by: Robert L. Pinchin, 1100 State St., Clayton
D and N Woodworking and Jewelry
' 625 Academy St., Waterto.m
Type of business: woodworking and jewelry
Filed March 20 by: Dennis Spooner, Watertown, and Nicole McCoMell, Gouverneur

1

Brian Matice Technology Consuttant
17676 County Route 59, Dexter
Type of business: technology consulting
Flied March 20 by: Brian W. Malice, 17676 County Route 59, Dexter

r· , ~- 1 -!
,.; , ·'-

,

_~ •

•

-,

f ··/.'

i . .', - -:·

r~··:·- :.;.~•-· _,·. :, _ , .

t~:,,

r .\ , : I ,._. ·'- • .. • .. •.

-'. :,; ;, :·.:··,U•:; , .. \\.;·•

1··•·\'. L

781-5/-:98

Eric T.

Swartz

·, .I

·._ I

Cnrn:ncl DcfensP. .. T r
Pc,3l;r1ol lnJury • Rco! E~;Utc
Debt CGllect,ons
1.~;

1000 Islands Decorating

33445 Route 12E, Cape Vincent
Type of business: decorating and linen rentals
Filed March 20 by: Crandah L. McKenzie, 33445 Route 12E, Cape Vincent

315.836.1540
Interated In ad spKe here?

I

McGiver Consuffing and Development
110 Dodge Ave., Sackets Harbor
' Type of business: n/a
. Filed March 19 by: Justin

Contact us

e. McGiver, 11 0 Dodge Ave., Sackets Harbor

NNYGals

, 918-B Emjay Way, Carthage
Type of business: crafts and retail
1 Filed March 19 by: Maria M. Runyon, 918-8 EmjayWay, Carthage

Star School Fann
, 19034 Star School House Road, Dexter
Type of business: cattle and livestock
Filed March 16 by: Walter and Patricia M. Mlnaert, 19340 Star School House Rd., Dexter

JNL Toys
' P.O. Box 343, Chaumont
Type of business: hobby and craft
: Filed March 16 by: James F. Lacombe, 27521 Church St., Chaumont
1

http://newzjunky.com/news/DBA_Marchl2.htm

4/5/2018
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Fann Pride

8014 Route 289, BeHeville
Type of business: convenience store
FUed March 16 by: Jennifer Storey, 7685 Lake Dr., Belleville

Murrock Excavation
26321 County Route 160, Watertown
Type of business: excavation
Filed March 16 by: Teny J. Murrock, 26321 County Route 160, watertown
Cabanabay Tanning

22088 Route 11, Watertown
Type of business: tanning
Filed March 15 by: Jamie L. Ruckdeshel and Eric M. More, 935 Sherman St., Watertown
1

Neat Feat
614 State St., Carthage
Type of business: mobile pedicure and manicure
Filed March 15 by: Nikita Y. Taylor, 614 State St., Carthage
Farrington Lawns
17120 County Route 62, Watertown
Type of business: lawn mowing, snow plowing, landscaping
Filed March 15 by: Jared M. Farrington, 17120 County Route 62,

watertown

Adirondack River Photography
324 S. RuUand St., Watertown
Type of business: photography
Filed March 14 by: Kristy L. Hoover, 324 S. Rutland St., Watertown

S111nttech Detalllng
21796 Club Rd., Wellesley Island
Type of business: cleaning and detailing
Filed Mal'ch 14 by: Brian McCarty, 21796 Club Rd., WeUesley Island
Fourth Coast Bake Shop

12037 County Route 125, Chaumont
Type of business: wholesale, retail sales
Filed March 14 by: Susan P. Lyth, 12037 County Route 125, Chaumont
Gypsy Thom Photography
221378 County Route 47, Carthage
Type of business: photography
Filed March 14 by: Ginger E. Lashley, 21378 County Route 47, Carthage

Sammy and Cary's Place

22088 Route 11, unit #111, Watertown
Type of business: clothing
Filed March 13 by: Caridad Rivera, 702 LeRay St., Watertown

KLCMowing

-43340 Route 37, Redwood
Type of business: lawn care
Filed March 13 by: Kimberly Duellman, 43340 Route 37, Redwood

Cama Painting & Contracting
714 Nellis St., Watertown
Type of business: painting and light construction
Filed March 13 by: Christopher Petrie, 714 Nellis St., Watertown

Time 4 U R Healing Massage
8014 Route 289, BeUeville

http://newzjunky.com/news/DBA_March12.htm
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Type of business: massage therapy

I Filed March 12 by: Barbara J. Hale, 6007 Log London Rd., Mannsville

1- - -----------------------------11
Anthony Lasagna
29652 Spencer Dr., N. Chaumont
Type of business: retail
Filed March 12 by: Maria R. VVhite, 29652 Spencer Dr., N. Chaumont
Elizabeth Ann Davis, LCSW-R, CASAC

410 State St., Carthage
Type of business: counseling
Filed March 12 by: Elizabeth A. Davis, 7144 E. Main St., Port Leyden
1

Bedford Creek Press
12618 Chestnut Ridge Rd., Sackets Harbor
Type of business: letterpress printing
Filed March 12 by: Lauren Eggleston, 12618 Chestnut Ridge Rd., Sackets Harbor

O&D Painting
154 Thompson Blvd., watertown
Type of business: painting
Filed March 12 by: Daniel McGuire, 154 Thompson Blvd., Watertown
TheAnnory
242 Paddock St., Watertown
Type of business: firearm sales
Filed March 9 by: Charles E. Bates, 242 Paddock St., Watertown

1- - - - - - - - - - - - ------------·-·- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -~ I

ICT Agricuttura1
26808 County Route 57, Three Mile Bay
Type of business: beef cattle breedingfseUing
Filed March 7 by: Clayton R. Tuck, 26808 County Route 57, Three Mile Bay
Worthington's Auto Repair
13700 Route 11, Adams Center
Type of business: auto repair
Filed March 7 by: Donald W. Worthington Jr., 446 N. Main St., Harrisville
Simply Contracting and Residential Repair
140 LeRay St., Black River
Type of business: contracting
Filed March 6 by: Bryan L. Cook, 140 LeRay St., Black River

Griffin Consb"Uction
37681 Middle Rd., laFargeville
Type of business: construction
Filed March 6 by: Craig S. Griffin Jr., 37681 Middle Rd., LaFargeviUe

Space Age Pools and Spas
12737 Route 11, Watertown
Type of business: retail sale of pools, spas, chemicals and accessories
Filed March 6 by: Paul E. Drappo, 22765 Route 11, Watertown
J

Fragile Planet Wildlife Foundation
44676 Bailey Settlement Rd., Alexandria Bay
Type of business: wildlife education
Filed March 5 by: Tyler C. Thomas, 44678 Bailey SettlementRd.,,Alexandria Bay

Jade, Hudson and Steele Publishing
218 Flower Ave. E., Watertown
Type of business: book and audio recording publishing
Filed March 5 by: Adam J. Cornell, 218 Flower Ave. E., Watertown

http://newzjunky.com/news/DBA_Marchl2.htm
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· Wingtips Down Outdoors
19391 Larmon Rd., Adams
Type of business: outfitter/guide
Filed March 5 by: Joseph Wasilewski, 19391 Larmon Rd., Adams
Kara Smith Photography
2 Madison St., Carthage
' Type of business: photography
Filed March 2 by: Kara N. Smith , 2 Madison St., Carthage
Suzanne Excavating and Landscaping
15756 W. Maynard Ave., Dexter
Type of business: excavation and landscaping
Filed March 2 by: Suzanne L. Earl, 15756 W. Maynard Ave., Dexter
Tender Touch
4713 Route 12E, Cape Vincent
Type of business: massage therapy
Filed March 2 by: Ashley Mason, 4713 Route 12E, Cape Vincent

laity Photography
26865 Anable Ave., Evans Mills
Type of business: photography
Filed March 2 by: Theresa Laity, 26865 Anable Ave., Evans Mills
NNY Fugitive Task Force
32094 Bacon Rd., Philadelphia
Type of business: bail enforcement and investigations
Filed March 1 by: Jarrod C. Randall, 32094 Bacon Rd., Philadelphia

(

Ken Lawrence Fann
17195 Eveleigh Rd., Watertown
Type of business: farm
Filed March 1 by: Kenneth M. Lawrence Jr., 17195 Eveleigh Rd., Vllatertawn
little Sunbeams
28464 Sliver St. Road, Theresa
Type of business: child care
Filed Feb . 29 by: \Mlitney M. Cammuca, 28464 Silver St. Rd., Theresa

Interested in advertising on Newzjunlry? Yes.
2tl12 Hewzjunky, r-.
The Information you receive online from Newzjunky, Inc .•
i s ~ by the copyright laws of the Unit«t -

C)

N•wsroom alld

Mvertizin1I E•mal:
~2iuolsY@anail com

New..- Fax:

By U.S. Nall:
Newzjunky, Inc.

315-782·4278

P.O. Bo,r914
Watertown, NY 13601
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EXHIBIT 6A
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INo : 2017-1668
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USDA

AD AMBROSIO

United States Department of Agriculture
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

2016082568304442 lnsp_id

Inspection Report

Customer ID:

Fragile Planet Wildlife Foundation

Certificate:

Po Box 666
Alexandria Bay, NY 13607

Site:

324036
21-C-0391

001

FRAGILE PLANET WILDLIFE FOUNDATION

Type:

ROUTINE INSPECTION

Date:

25-MAY-2017

3.84(a)
CLEANING, SANITIZATION, HOUSEKEEPING, AND PEST CONTROL.
*** The lemur enclosure needs to be cleaned. There is an accumulation of feces, food waste and shavings that

needs to be removed . Feces and food waste must be removed from the primary enclosure daily. This needs to be
addressed for the health of the animals.
Correct by: May 26, 2017

3.131(a)
SANITATION.

'** There is an accumulation of feces and wet bedding in the fox, bobcat and fisher enclosures that needs to be
removed. Feces needs to be removed as often as necessary to prevent contamination of the animals and to
minimize disease hazards and to reduce odors. These enclosures need to be cleaned for the health of the animals.
Correct by: May 26, 2017

3.131(c)
SANITATION.
*** There is an abundance of weed growth around the outdoor animal enclosures. An excess of weeds around

promotes the breeding and living area of pests. Weeds need to be controlled to promote pest control and facilitate
good housekeeping practices.
Correct by: June 1, 2017

This inspection and exit interview were conducted with a facility representative and licensee via phone.

Prepared By:

D AMBROSIO ANDREA, AC I
D AMBROSIO ANDREA, A C I

Title:

USDA, APHIS, Animal Care

Date:
25-MAY-2017

ANIMAL CARE INSPECTOR 6003

Received By:
Date:
25-MAY-2017

Title:
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, ~~-, Fragile Planet Wildlife Center
~ ~ i ' J,u[y 24 · 0

'UllpTCU .::l')CIIIC:lo LICJ-'Cl!llltlClUJ,lt- ~10..LIIIUl'D

Aiiimal and '!iiiioT:ti!,.sJl!llhspec.111)j\ S/!ii,&:e

:;=;,,,-----:i

lnipecllort 8i1Jioi1

We woµld like:to apqlogge tor-tile recenttit.3:de that has happen¢c1 qh our
page. Rest asslired-'th.at ·n o.animals ·were stolen and Fragiie Pfariet is
working wjth ·the proper authorities to bling jt.t;;tice-to the animats tqa~
unfortunately still re·main stu:ckJn unfavorable situations:. Sadly, many of the
accuser's animals IJave been released illegally irao·the.wild and/or, have
e$Caped tti~r ericlos~res - othei'SJ!Vho.~emaln·¢p.riti11ue to Sit.lit thei~ own
wastes. 6tt1er-centers;·along with our-own, are working dillgentiy at getting
'the remaining animals_to a s~e: and secure f~cility. Throughoutttiis
endeavc:fr. all ijlciiities who are'a~isUrig the anim~ls are treing.wron~lly
-.accused of theft Said person tiast>een banned from our-p.;fge-to prev~nt
·ruiffier rssu~~..9r:f(?Jl!l;O
~lilti~li--~e_~JLk~SB.!l!~ted.,_on)ii~s~~of
sifuation is also important to know that those animals-who have been
su_ccessfUlly removed to safer places ar~ now happy·and healthy we
1 e.·o.e ~spedaTlnanlfH, •~pur'sUpporlers
e .0 erfacilitl'es
involved·for c:aling about the

tit

an ·

thirSEE TIE If.IL
:wou"lillTI ~

Call Sheet R:e port
.
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U;:tUA

i.-l DISONVILLE POLICE D~PART

l ~ll~dtfie nuin~efpr:ovide_' ".'ii 1,, "m~san:d:Theimas·:answere'cl:. I ,expl~ine:ci ·
anlmal_s ba:ck, Thomas stated :1 · . he had, lnwrmng, tnstruction:S: f(oin]h'e ll$i
a:rilma_fs to~ ~-. -.~w.i
shment anci_. (leath inv.estigallon~.re
tea~
a;eistated ,iha,fthir fis¢her was.de~
e:·badgerl sa,t.q·al_(woQg·Zoe
ahd tha . . ~ ~ . i ~ ~aied thalLe·o \vas:told abo.uttl

·.Ci<Stcinw.10, :a2!io3'6
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(315) 286-5574

CD

everything I
could to
help you. It's
not my fault
you were
negligent to
your
animals. You
can have
your animals
back. There
will b .

\/1"\I I
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either to
florida or
texas. I'm
willing to
take care of
your
animals and
when you're
ready get
them back
to you. What
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di
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Defendant acknowledging the
temporary placement of my animals
solidifying our boarding agreement.

Defendant agreeing to return my animals
back to me after the boarding arrangement
was needed, per Plaintiff.
L
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VERIFIED COMPLAINT, LEO V. THOMAS, Index
Page 1 of 1
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Oh sorry it's
been a real
bad day
--Are you still
at your
parents'
place?
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camel?
I have
company
that's why I
can't talk on
phone but
can text
here and
there

Ooh man
where'd you
get a baby
camel?

di

CD

(3151286-5574

It's okay. Let
me finish
feeding the
baby camel
and I'll text
you.

Sorry, I can't
talk right
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now.
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animals at
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house, yes.
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probably be
Saturday. Do
you still
have a
usda?
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No idea.
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Could be a
year.
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them back
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either to
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when you're
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Okay... so I
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animals at
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Exhibit 8A
Page 1

---------May 8, 2017

••ooo TFW 9

First Attempt by DeParolesa in getting "dirt" on me on behalf of the defendant, Tyler Thomas. I rarely heard from DeParolesa
since I had "met" him on face book not too long ago before the following text conversation occurred. However, after May 8, not
only did I hear from him but repeatedly over a very short period of time spanning from May to August. The texts he sent to me
thereafter appeared to serve one interest- trying to get evidence on me in order to help Tyler to make a case to keep my animals.
For instance, in the third screenshot below, he is trying to get me to say that I would be willing to sell the fox pups I had up for sale,
to an illegal party, such as a private individual instead of an educational facility . In March, 2018, I found out that selling foxes
without licensure is legal so both DeParolessa and I were under the false impression that
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(781) 534-0916

CD

charged?
Text Message
Mon, May 8, 7:41 PM

DeParolesa Adam

oe
messa...

Hey its adam
from face book

phone

otes

Send Message

Ok thats a
good price

Hey sorry bout
that

call

+1 (781) 534-0916

lll•I•I_

Its okno ·
.
worries
I was asking
wat you
charged?

yah it's fair
And its ok hes
not a
educational
facility? He
just wants
them as

.

comnan1ons

a

~
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Exhibit 8A

First Attempt

by DeParolesa in getting "dirt" on me. By telling me that his alleged friend keeps foxes in his

house, DeParolessa is stating that his friend keeps foxes as pets, which we both thought was illegal at the time of
Page 2
this conversation. In Marcy, 2018, I would find out that it is legal to keep ranch (captive-born) foxes as pets in
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ New York State.
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<181> 534-0916

companions
Well that's
why j wanted u
to send the
last few
messages cuz
I thought one
of them said
that this guy
kept two in his
house
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Yes exactly.
They lived in
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They lived in
his house. He
had an
enclosure for
them when
they were
outside. Leash
trained too
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<181> 534-o91s

he never got in
trouble
Yea he had an
enclosure
though too so
they never
knew the
difference

Mostly in his
house though
That's illegal
I'm surprised
he never got in
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Well if they
see the foxes
inside the
house, they
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Exhibit 8A

First Attempt

by DeParolesa in getting "dirt" on me .
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house, they
will be seized
and possibly
destroyed
He's lucky no
one reported
him.
I know. Hes
very lucky
Don't get me
wrong, I don't
think there's
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think there's
anything
wrong with
keeping ranch
foxes as pets
but in this
police state,
it's illegal
I wouldn't
want him and I
to get into
trouble
And the fox
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CD

And the fox
gets the short
end of the
stick
' This time he'd
have them
outside in their
enclosure,
doesnt wanna
risk it again.
Hes building a
new one,
bigger than
the old one.
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Exhibit 8A

First Attempt by DeParolesa in getting "dirt" on me.
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the old one.

kits. He wants
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I agree

Do you ever
sel I to private
owners? Or
just facilities?

He said that to
you?
Yes
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sense
Btw do you
know
someone by
the name of

No
Just
wondering
You are
welcome to

That makes
sense
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CD 11

Private owners
are ok as long
as they do it
legally.

Hes very
particular,
been shopping
around for new
kits. He wants
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The slide featured above has been redacted.
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First Attempt by DeParolesa in getting "dirt" on me. Another intrusive question about how many litters I have
bred, has been asked in the middle frame of the conversation below. This will not be the first time DeParolessa
makes a persistent attempt in getting the census of animals in my sanctuary by asking such questions.
Obviously, he is getting the information for someone else - most likely the defendant, Tyler Thomas.

1:31 PM

(781) 534-0916

O 50% ~ f

CD

welcome to
give this guy
my contact
info. Why is
hd so
particular?
Whos he?

eHoo TFW 9
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1:31 PM
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1:31 PM

(781) 534-0916

CD

a

reputable
person

Yes
Yes foxes

The guy who's
looking for
foxes

(

Oh gotcha
This is my first
litter. You can

Yes

-~-

This is my first
litterbox
Jesus! Sorry
damn spell
check

Foxes?

,,__ .&.--·--

0

I I

CD 11 (

How many
litters have
you bred?

Ok i'II let him
know. He just
wants to make
sure he goes
thru a
reputable

-~-

I I

0
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Exhibit 8A

First Attempt by DeParolesa in getting "dirt" on me.
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This is my first
litter. You can
check things
out on
Facebook on
my foxery
page
Burgundy &
Blue Foxery
Hahaha its ok
New pies and
videos all the
time of them

di ~ -
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1:31 PM

c181)534-o916

CD

time of them
Ok i'II check it
out
I mean you are
always
welcome to
ask me
questions
directly but I
wasn't sure if
you knew
about the
page for the
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Exhibit 8B
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Second Attempt by DeParolesa in getting "dirt" on me. This time, I tried a different strategy. I started to go
along with his scheme, not knowing for sure if it was real. I was going to wait until I was convinced someone
was underway in bringing the litter to my place. I would then call the DEC officer of my region to meet the
travelers with the pups at my facility. I was hoping it would be Adam but the situation was most likely a farce
and a weak effort initiated by Tyler Thomas in trying to catch me doing something I shouldn't do in order to
use it against me.
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happy camper!
Mon, May 8, 10:59 PM

1:31 PM
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take 5 coyote
pups from
virginia?

Who has
them?

Tue, May 9, 9:02 PM

Do they have
.
experience
rehabbing
coyotes?

Do you know
any rehabbers
who would
take 5 coyote
pups from
virginia?

8
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Haha ohhhh
boy
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CD
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A rehab in VA
but they are
required to
euthanize in
VA

-

Can they be
driven to NY?
(

Ok cool. Wat
state are they
in?
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Exhibit SC
Authentication of link between defendant's
friend and the friend's phone number.
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The Defendant tried Entrapping Plaintiff as early as the beginning of May, 2017, by using his Facebook friends. In one afternoon, one of these
people who have acted on the behalf of the defendant, Adam DeParolessa, made numerous attempts to get "dirt" on plaintiff in order to
prevent her from retaining her licensing and therefore her animals. Although licensed possession is not congruent with actual title for the
animals, the plaintiff still has the right to either retain her animals as a private collection (without exhibiting them) or find placement for
them. Both of which are well within her rights granted by both state and federal constitutions . A private individual may own such animals
even though he or she may not be licensed to possess them for exhibit. This is a point of confusion for many licensees as erroneous
information is passed around the wildlife rehabilitation and exotic animal networks. Like owning a horse but choosing to board it off-site at a
professional boarding facility, a private individual may board his or her exotic animals at a facility while still maintaining ownership and
therefore, control over aspects regarding the animals, such as feeding, husbandry, medical, etc. Below are even more attempts around the
same time as the aforementioned attempts were made .

Third Attempt

DeParolesa Adam

0
messa...

■c

call

phone

±L(781) 534- 0916
"Jot~",

►%◄

June 29, 2017@ 21:52
•• JO lt-W~

,

July 1, 2017 @16:26

<

i:~.Sl'M

i

(781) 534-0916

'

You have any
fox kits left ?

I

Ii

<

7/01/17@ 16:31

(781) 534-0916

<

Are you
rehabbing any
wildlife right
now?

1:33 PM

July 1, 2017 @16:28

(781) 534-0916

How many you
have left?
Pies?

(781) 534-0916

I

I

I

Oh cool. Any
foxes? I love
foxes lol

I

l

So you just
have the
kits? :(

I bet. How old
are they now?

You sold any
yet? _ _

J You still have

You still have
your kits?

your other
animals I
hope?

7
I

You have the
adults still?

Oh ok gotcha.
So you can't
rehab coyotes
or foxes?

My rehab license expired and
so if I was rehabilitating, I would
be doing so without a valid
license and thus illegally,
accord ing to the NYSDEC.

June 29, 2017@ 21:55
•••oo TFW '$'

Send Message

And it goes on and on ...
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CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF

CARING FOR COTTONTAILS WILDLIFE RESCUE & REHABILITATION, INC.
Under Section 402 of the Not for Profit Corporation Law

Filer:

·I- ·

- - - . . . . ,' -----------------=----------------./

•'•

N. Y. S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
DIVISION OF CORPORATJONS AND STATE R~CORDS

ALBANY, NY 12231-0001

j

1·

FILING RECEIPT
ENTITY NAME: CARING FOR COTTONTAILS WILDLIFE RESCUE & REHABILITATION,
INC.
DOCUMENT TYPE: INCORPORATION (NOT-FOR-PROFIT)
TYPE: B COUNTY: WAYN

------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------

FILED:02/07/2013 DURATION:PERPETUAL

CASH#:130207001026 FILM #:130207000936

FILER:

EXIST DATE

RONALD J. AXELROD &
ASSOCIATES, P.C.
28 EAST MAIN STREET, SUITE 600
ROCHESTER, NY 14614-1919

02/07/2013

ADDRESS FOR PROCESS:
~ -- -- --· -

-

.• - -

-=. --"- ... ... _ .-

- -.· - - . ..,=;-. . ~ _ , . J : .. :- • .-;; -

CORPORATION
3199 WALWORTH ROAD
WALWORTH, NY 14568

- THE

REGISTERED AGENT:

.... :. . ~

_

.,_,___ ." ~--·=-=-- - ------ ··- .~---. -

. __

_~--.: -~--

=================================:======================----------------------

SERVICE COMPANY: LIBERTY CORPORATE SERVICES, INC. - AL
FEES
FILING
TAX

CERT
COPIES
HANDLING

110.00
75.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
25.00

SERVICE CODE: AL

PAYMENTS
CASH
CHECK
CHARGE
DRAWDOWN
OPAL
REFUND

110.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
110.00
0.00
0.00

==============================================================================

45644

DOS-1025 (04/2007)

I

·1
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hllpsc//sol. www4.i:;:ov/rrndieie/indivi dwl/vedfy-i o f ~ p

E~Jndividual Request - Online Application
#''
p,/

~ IRS.gov
EIN Assistant
Your Progress:

1. Identity /

2. Authenticate ·./

3. Addresses -/

4 . Details

:I'

5. EIN Confirmation

Summary of your information
Please review the information you are about to submit. If any of the information below is incorrect, you will
need to start a new application.
Click the "Submit" button at the bottom of the page to receive your EIN.

Organization Type: Corporation

Corporation Information
Legal name;

CARING FOR COTTONTAILS WILDLIFE
RESCUE & REHABILITATION

County:

WAYNE

State(ferritory:

NY

Date Corporation started or acquired:

FEBRUARY 2013

Closing rronth of accounting year:

DECEMBER

Staterrerritory where articles of organization
are (or will be) filed:

NY

Addresses
Physical Location:

3199 WALWORTH RD
WALWORTH NY 14568

Phone Number:

585-410-3017

Mail directed to:

CARRIE LEO

TPD Name:
T PD Address:

28 E MAIN ST SUITE ·soo

RONALD J AXELROD
ROCHESTER NY 14614

TPD Phone Number:

585-203-1020

Responsible Party
Name:

CARRIE LEO

SSN/ITIN:

XXX:-XX-0658

Principal Business Activity
What your business/organization does:
Principal products/services:

ORGANIZAT ION
RESCUE AND REHABILITATION

Additional Corporation Information
Owns a 55,000 pounds or greater
highway rrotor vehicle:

1 of2

NO

Involves gambling/wagering:

NO

Involves alcohol, tobacco or firearms:

NO

Files Form 720 (Quarterly
Federal Excise Tax Return):

NO

2/13/2013 8:23 PM

~

. ,..,,
~

-.

'\ :\ ~

E~ lndividual Request - Online Appl ication

https://sal.www4.irs.gov/modiein/individual/verify-information.jsp

I''
•.✓

Has employees who receive Forms W-2:

NO

Reason for Applying:

STARTED A NEW BUSINESS

We strongly recommend you print this summary page for your records as this will be your only
copy of the application. You will not be able to return to this page after you click the "Subm it"
button.

Click "Submit" to send your request and receive your
EIN.

2 of2

Once you submit,
please wait while
your application is
being processed. It
can take up to two
minutes for your
application to be
processed.

2/13/2013 8:23 PM

https://sal.www4.i: :ov/rrodiein/individua!/verify-inf~p

EIT-:,Jndividual Request - Online Application
/,''

t,o·'

~ IRS.gov
EIN Assistant
Your Progress:

1. Identity /

2. Authenticate ·./

3. Addresses

cl

4. Details /

5. EIN Confirmation

Summary of your information
Please review the information you are about to submit. If any of the information below is incorrect, you will
need to start a new application .
Click the "Submit" button at the bottom of the page to receive your EIN.

Organization Type: Corporation

Corporation Information
Legal name:

CARING FOR COTTONTAILS WILDLIFE
RESCUE & REHABILITATION

County:

WAYNE

State/Territory:
Date Corporation started or acquired:

NV

Closing month of accounting year:

DECEMBER

State/Territory where articles of organization
are (or will be) filed :

NV

FEBRUARY 2013

Addresses
Physical Location:

3199 WALWORTH RD
WALWORTH NV 14568

Phone Number:

585-410-3017

Mail directed to:

CARRIE LEO

TPD Name:
TPD Address:

28 E MAIN ST SUITE 600

RONALD J AXELROD
ROCHESTER NY 14614

TPD Phone Number:

585-203-1020

Responsible Party
Name :

CARRIE LEO

SSN/ITIN:

XXX-XX-0658

Principal Business Activity
What your business/organization does:

ORGANIZATION

Principal products/services:

RESCUE AND REHABILITATION

Additional Corporation Information

1 of 2

Owns a 55,000 pounds or greater
highway motor vehicle:

NO

Involves gambling/wagering:

NO

Involves alcohol, tobacco or firearms:

NO

Files Form 720 (Quarterly
Federal Excise Tax Return) :

NO

2/13/2013 8:23 PM

(

https://sal .www4.irs.gov/modiein/individual/verify-information.jsp

E~
,..lndividual Request - Online Application
--✓

Has employees who receive Forms W-2 :
Reason for Applying:

NO
STARTED A NEW BUSINESS

We strongly recommend you print this summary page for your records as this will be your only
copy of the application. You will not be able to return to this page after you click the "Submit"
button.

Click "Submit" to send your request and receive your
EIN.

2 of2
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CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF
CARING FOR COTTONTAILS WILDLIFE RESCUE & REHABILITATION, INC.
UNDER SECTION 402 OF THE
NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORPORATION LAW
The undersigned, a natural person of the age of eighteen (18) years or over, acting as the
incorporator of a corporation pursuant to New York Not-For-Profit Corporation Law, hereby
adopts the following certificate for this corporation:

FIRST: The name of the corporation is CARING FOR COTTONTAILS WILDLIFE
RESCUE & REHABILITATION, INC. (the "Corporation").
SECOND: The Corporation is a corporation as defined in subparagraph (a)(5) of Section
102 of the New York Not-for-Profit Corporation Law (the "NPCL").

THIRD: The Corporation is a Type B corporation as defined in Section 201 of the
NPCL.

FOURTH: The purposes for which the Corporation is formed are: To provide rescue
services to injured animals, take them in from the wilderness and provide a sanctuary for them in
a safe place. To provide rehabilitative services and training in life skills, to wild animals in
distress or in danger of distress. To provide educational services to the public to help them
understand what the corporation does and the good it provides for the community.
FIFTH: Notwithstanding any other provision of this certificate of incorporation, the
Corporation is organized exclusively for one or more of the purposes specified in Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended,.or corresponding provisions of any
subsequent federal tax laws (the "Internal Revenue Code") and shall not carry on any other
activities not permitted to be carried on by (a) a corporation exempt from federal income tax
under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code or (b) by a corporation, contributions to
which are deductible under section 170(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code.
SIXTH: No part of the net earnings of the Corporation shall inure to the benefit of, or be
distributable to, any member, trustee, director or officer of the Corporation or any other private
person or entity, except that the Corporation shall be authorized to pay reasonable compensation
for services rendered and to make payments and distribution in furtherance of its purposes as set
forth in this certificate of incorporation.
SEVENTH: No substantial part of the activities of the Corporation shall be the carrying
of propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation (except as otherwise provided by
Internal Revenue Code Section 501(h)), and the Corporation shall not participate or intervene in
(including the publication or distributions of statements) any political campaign on behalf of or
in opposition to any candidate for public office.
EIGHTH: In the event of dissolution, all the remaining assets and property of the
Corporation shall after payment of necessary expenses and satisfaction of liabilities thereof be
distributed upon approval of a Justice of the Supreme Court of the State of New York to another
organization exempt under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code or to the Federal
government, or state or local government for a public purpose .

.....

NINTH: In any taxable year in which the Corporation is a private foundation as
described in Section 509(a) of the Internal Revenue Code, the Corporation shall distribute its
income for said period at such time and in such manner as not to subject it to tax under Section
4942 of the Internal Revenue Code; and the Corporation shall not (a) engage in any act of selfdealing as defined in Section 4941(d) of the Internal Revenue Code, (b) retain any excess
business holdings as defined in Section 4943(c) of the Internal revenue Code, (c) make any
investments in such manner as to subject the corporation to tax under Section 4944 of the
Internal Revenue Code, or (d) make any taxable expenditures as defined in Section 4945(d) of
the Internal Revenue Code.
TENTH: The office of the Corporation is to be located in the County of Wayne, State of
New York.
ELEVENTH: The Corporation shall be operated by the board of directors, the number of
which is to be no less than three.
TWELFfH: The names and post office addresses of the initial directors of the
Corporation are as follows:
Address
Carrie Leo
Darlene Werlau
Victor Werlau

3199 Walworth Road, Walworth, New York 14568
3199 Walworth Road, Walworth, New York 14568
3199 Walworth Road, Walworth, New York 14568

THIRTEENTH: The Secretary of State is hereby designated as agent of the Corporation
upon whom process against the Corporation may be served. The post office address to which the
Secretary shall mail a copy of any process against the Corporation served upon the Secretary is:
3199 Walworth Road, Walworth, New York 14568

FOURTEENTH: The duration of the Corporation is perpetual.
Carrie Leo
Name of Incorporator

Crum1&w.
SignatureJ

3199 Walworth Road, Walworth, New York 14568
Address of Jncorporator

Date:

~br)LO/L! Lj , 2013
-
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

License to Collect or Possess - Education/Exhibition

# 623

LICENSE
Under the Environmental Conservation Law ECL
Licensee Information
. License Issued To:
CARRIEMLEO
3199 WALWORTH RD .
WALWORTH, NY 14568
(315) 310-5376
COUNTY: W.A YNE
REGION: 8

DEC Contact Information
DIVISION OF FISH, WILDLIFE AND MARINE RESOURCES
SPECIAL LICENSES UNIT
, ,
,
.
625 BROADWAY, ALBANY, NEW YORK 12233-4752
PHONE: (518) 402-8985
FAX: (518) 402-8925
WEBSITE: www.dec.state.ny.us

I

License Authorizations

License to Collect or Possess - Education/Exhibition
License # 623
New License

Effective Date: 7/8/2015

Expiration Date: 7/7/2016

NYSDEC Approval
By acceptance of this license, the licensee agrees that the license is contingent upon strict
compliance with the ECL, all applicable regulations, and all conditions included as part of this
license.

License Regulations
6 NYCRR Part 175
ECL 11-0515 (1)

Draft License
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

License to Collect or Possess - Education/Exhibition # 623

LICENSE'TO COLLECT OR POSSESS - EDUCATION/EXHIBITION LICENSE CONDITIONS
1. LCPEE - Species Authorization The license is authorized to purchase, possess, transport and import the
following spet;ies, that were obtained from legal sourc~~. for educational and exhibition purposes:
(Vulpes vulpes), 1 male Woodchuck (Marmota
1 maleVirgiri1a opossum (Didelphis virginiana), 1 male Red
monax), 1 male and 1 female Eastern grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis), 1 female Eastern chipmunk (Tamias
striatus), 1 male and 1 female Fisher (Martes pennanti).
-

fox

2. Definition - Education Educational shall mean possession and exhibition in order to teach or instruct
about the charactedstics, ecological role, or conservation needs of the listed fish or wildlife species, population or
community.
3. Definition - Exhibition Exhibition shall mean regular public display or showing of the listed fish or
wildlife $pecies where the display itself is the chief object.
·

4. Live Animal - Collection of Animals from the Wild Prohibited This license does not authorize
collection of animals from the wild in New York State.
5. Live Animal- Release of Listed Animal(s) to the Wild Prohibited The licensee shall not release the
listed animals to the wild in New York State.
6. Live Animal - Addition or Replacement of Animals Without Written Authorization Prohibited
The licensee shail not add additional animals or replace listed animals without a written amendment to this
license.
·

7. Live Animal - USDA License Requirement for Mammal Exhibition The licensee shall not exhibit
listed mammals to the public except under a valid USDA Animal Welfare Act License.

8. LCP - Possession of Endangered or Threatened Species Prohibited The licensee shall not possess
endangered or threatened species pursuant to this license.
9. Live Animal - Sale and Propagation Prohibited The licensee shall not sell or propagate the listed
animals.

10. Live Animal - Providing Care for Animal(s) The licensee shall provide food, water, care and caging
facilities to ensure the physiological and psychological well-being of the listed animal(s).
11. Live Animal - Facilities Requirement The licensee shall provide housing, holding and transport
facilities designed and constructed to ensure that the listed animals cannot escape and to ensure that the public
cannot come in contact with the listed animals.

12. Live Animal - Compliance with General Municipal Law The licensee shall comply with all
notifications required by the New York State General Municipal Law Section 209-cc for all listed animals subject
to that law.
13. Live Animal - Safeguarding Public From Attack by Animal The licensee shall exercise due care in
safeguarding the public from attack by any animal held pursuant to this license. Failure to do so is a crime

Draft Lic.ense
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

License to Collect or Possess - Education/Exhibition # 623
pursuant to New York State Agriculture and Markets Law Article 26, Section 370 which provides that: any
person owning, possessing or harboring a wild animal or reptile capable of inflicting bodily hc,m:n upon a human
being, who shall fail to exercise due care in safeguarding the public from attack by such wild animal or reptile, is
guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by imprisonment for not more than one year, or by a fine of not more than
. five hundred doilars, or by both.

14. Live Animal - Direct Contact Prohibition The licensee shall not allow any of the listed animals to
have direct contact with the public. Only the liceµsee and his or her designated agents may have direct contact
with the listed animals.
15. Live Animal - Direct Contact Exception for Veterinarians and USDA Personnel The licensee
may allow direct contact with animals held pursuant to this license only for veterinarians and veterinary interns
providing medical care and for USDA personnel in the performance of their official duties.
16. Live Animal - Mandatory Notification to Department of Health The licensee shall immediately
notify the local Department of Health if any person is bitten or scratched by any animal held under this license.
17. Live Animal - Authority to Designate Agents The licensee is authorized to designate agents to assist
the licensee with the listed animals at the licensee's facilities and while conducting programs pursuant to this
license provided that:
·
a. the licensee submits a written request to the NYSDEC Special Licenses Unit at the address listed on the front
of this license containing the:
i) name
, ii) address
iii) age
iv) phone number of the person he or she is nominating as a designated agent, and;
b. the licensee receives an amended license from the Special Licenses Unit listing the designated agent he or she
has nominated before that perspn.car,i conduct activities a_!!ihorize~ by_.tpis license . . -

18. Authorized Designated Agents The following Designated Agents are authorized: Amanda Viera, Victor
Werlau.

19. Live Animal - Mandatory Notification of Escape The licensee shall notify the Special Licenses Unit
at (518) 402-8985
within 24 (twenty-four) hours of the escape of any listed animal.

20. Live Animal - Recapture of Escaped Animal The licensee shall make every reasonable attempt to
recapture any listed animal that escapes.

·

21. Live Animal - Animal Mortalities The lice,nse,e shall report any animal mortalities that are of unknown
or suspected disease nature to the Special Licenses Unit (518) 402-8985 within twenty-four (24) hours of
discovery or during normal business hours of the next business day.
22. Education/Exhibition Reporting Requirement The licensee shall submit an accurate and complete
Fish and Wildlife Education/Exhibition Report Form prior to the expiration date of this license. The licensee
shall send this report to the NYSDEC Special Licenses Unit 625 Broadway, Albany, NY 12233-4752.

GENERAL CONDITIONS - Apply to ALL Authorized Licenses

Draft License
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

License to Collect or Possess - Education/Exhibition # 623

1. GC - Licensee Shall Read All Conditions The licensee shall read all license conditions prior to
conducting any activities authorized pursuant to this license.
2. GC - License is Not Transferrable This license is not transferrable and is valid only for the person
identified as the licensee.

3. GC - Licensee Responsible for Federal, State or Local Permits/Licenses The licensee is
responsible for obtaining any and all necessary, c;_Qrresponding Fedyral, State or local pennits or licenses prior to
conducting any activity authorized pursuari(to this license.
4. GC-Reasons for Revocation This license inay be revoked for any of the following reasons:
i. licensee provided· materially false or inaccurate statements in his or her application, supporting
documentation .or on required reports;
·
·
ii. failure by the licensee to comply with any terms or conditions ofthis license;
iii. licensee exceeds the scope of the purpose or activities described in his or her application for this
license;
iv. licensee fails to comply with any provisions of the NYS Environmental Conservation Law, any other
State or Federal laws or regulations of the department directly related to the licensed activity;
v. licensee submits a check, money order or voucher for this license or application for this license that is
subsequently returned to the department for insufficient funds or nonpayment after the license has been
issued.

5. GC - Licensee Shall Carry Copy of License The licensee shall carry a copy of this license or a
document provided by the <l'epartment, i(r~levant, when conducting activities pursuant to this license.
6. GC - License_e Shall Notify of Change of Ad9r.ess The liceQsee shall notify the Special Licenses Unit
in writing, by mail or email, within five (5) days of the official change of residence:
7. GC - Licensee is Liable for Designated Agents If designated agents are authorized pursuant to this
license, the licensee shall be liable and responsible for any activities conducted by designated agents pursuant to
this license or any actions by designated agents resulting from activities authorized by this license.

8. GC - Licensee Renewal The licensee shall submit a written request for the renewal of this license
prior to the expiration date listed on the l_icen~e. The licensee shall include accurate and complete copies of
any required reports with their renewal request. This renewal paperwork shall be sent to:
NYSDEC
Special Licenses Unit
625 Broadway
Albany, NY 12233-4752.
This license is deemed expired on the date of expiration listed on the li_cense.

NOTIFICATION OF OTHER LICENSEE OBLIGATIONS

Draft License
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

License to Collect or Possess - Education/Exhibition # 623

MN- Licensee is Liable
The licensee shall be liable and responsible for any activities conducted under the authority of this license or any
actions resulting from activities authorized by the license.

MN - Access by Law Enforcement
The licensee shall allow representatives of the NYS DEC Division of Law Enforcement to enter the licensed
premises to inspect his or her operations and records for compliance with license conditions.

Trespassing Prohibited
This license is not a license to trespass. The licensee shall obtain permission from the appropriate landowner/land
manager prior to conducting activities authorized pursuant to this license

Draft License
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United States
Department of
Agriculture

This is to certify that
CARRIE LEO

Marketing and
Regulatory
Programs

Animal and
Plant Health
Inspection
Service

CLASS C EXHIBITOR

Aiiiinal Welfare Act
(7 U.S.C. 2131 et seq.)
Certificate No.

21-C-0435

Animal Care

APHIS FORM 7007 (NOV 99)

Customer No.

Previous editions are obsolete.
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NJEW YORK §'JfA'lflE lllElPAR'lI'MlEN'lI' OF JENVIRONMJENTAL CON§ERVATIO

lLke.Blse to JP'ossess allD.ol §eli # JIJ.9

(

LICENSE
Un».dell" 1th~ E.llllvilro!lllmental Com~e1rvatiollll Law

ClL

Lncellll.se Jissuerll To:
TYLER C THOMAS
FRAGILE PLANET WILDLIFE FOUNDATION
44678 BAILEY SETTLEMENT RD
ALEXANDRIA BAY, NY 13607

COUNTY: JEFFERSON
REGION:6

DEC Contact Info1rm2tfoJm

(

DIVISION OF FISH, WILDLIFE AND MARINE RESOURCES
SPECIAL LICENSES UNIT
625 BROADWAY, ALBANY, NEW YORK 12233-4752
PHONE: (518) 402-8985
FAX: (518) 402-8925 WEBSITE: www.dec.state.ny.us

I

License Authorizations

License to Possess and §elll
License # 119
New License
Modification # 1

___ .. _ _ Effec_tiy~.Q~te;,;.6/$/2013. ,,.?,•,.,>, · .

:J.;:xpiratign:Qat~: .6/4/20.14

Effective bate: 7/25/2013 -- · ·

Expiration Date: 6/4/2014

NYSDEC Approval
By acceptance of this license, the licensee agrees that the license is contingent upon stirict
compliance with the ECL, all applicable regulations, and all conditions included as part ~f this
license.
,: :
.: _·

Liceg~~ ;Regulations
6 NYCRR Part 175
ECL 11-0515 (2)

Issued License
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USDA lie. num.
and that's
easy enough
to get
oh LPS
Usda. 21C-0391
ok thanks
LPS. #119
(I apparently
had pictures of
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Home > USA> Texas State Comganies > FRENCHAK FARMS ZOOLOG CAL CONSERVA
LLC

Company Overuiew
About French ak Farms Zoological Co nservatory Lie
FRENCHAK FARMS ZOOLOG CAL CONSERVATORY LLC was founded on 2015-04-2·9 an
has its registered office in . The organisation's status is listed as "Active1'. Frenchak Farms
Zoological Conservatory lie is a business registered in United States of America (USA) with
Texas Secretary of State

I Filing lnformat"on

Key Data

Company Name
FRENCHAK FARiMS ZOOLOGICAL
CONSERVATORY LLC

Company Number USTX0802203927
T•iaa SOS ID#
0802203921
Date fonned
2015-04-29
Cowury
United States or America (USA)
Ongln Counby
United States or America (USA)

Type

Legal Registered Office I Registered
Agent
COURTNEY L FRENCHAK
1701 ROIBINSONI ILN 1MADISONVIILLE
Texas
77864

Comp1ny!Wut

Account next due
Return next due
'type of a.ccounta
Jurisdiction
Teicoo Sooretary of St.a-1e
Last Datalog update:
Primary Source:

Mailing Address
1701 ROBINSO LN MADISONVILLE

TX
77864-4658

Platinum
Performance·®

Menu
• Pa1ents
• Trsdam

s

Ac e

LntH'l 8CCCUJIIIS

See The Difference In Your

2017~01~21 10:42:24
Texas. Secre1ary or S~ate
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___________________,.,_.,Sir
Call Sheet Reoort

MADISONVILLE POLICE DE:PARTMENT
Call#

20171545
Date/Time 8/18/201713:32:00

Dispatcher

BOHAN. C

Disposition

INFO REPORT/ NO HAZARD

Type

Zone

INFORMATION ONLY

Priority
How Rcvd

PHONE

Sent to Dispatch

08/20/2017 06:42:32

Call To Location
MADISONVILLE POLICE DEPARTMENT
210 W COTTONWOOD STREET MADISONVILLE TX 77864

Locations
Address

Location Type

210 W COTTONWOOD STREET MADISONVILLE TX 77864

CALL LOCATION

Notes
Entered By

Date/Time

MCCORMICK, B

08/21/2017 08:23:45

Note
First name is spelled Carrie, not Kerry.

MCCORMICK, B

08/21/2017 08:16:38

Correct last name Leo, not Leal.

BOHAN, C

08/20/2017 06:42:32

CALLER CREATED
NAME:Kerry Leal
ADDRESS:
PHONE:3153105376
CONTACT:N

Officers
Officer

)

C BOHAN

Agency MADISONVILLE PD

Assigned 13:32:00 Enroute
To Station

13:32:00 Arrived 13:32:00

At Station

Disposition

De-assigned

Primary Officer Y
Cleared

for Unit 212

13:45:00 Total Time 00:13:00

INFO REPORT/ NO HAZARD

Case Numbers

Radio Messages
Date

Time

Entered By

Officer

Description

08/18/2017

13:45:00

BOHAN, C

BOHAN,C

OFFICER CLEARED 13:45:00

08/18/2017

13:32:00

BOHAN, C

BOHAN,C

OFFICER ARRIVE 13:32:00

08/18/2017

13:32:00

BOHAN, C

BOHAN, C

OFFICER DISPATCH 13:32:00

08/18/2017

13:32:00

BOHAN, C

BOHAN,C

OFFICER IN ROUTE 13:32:00

Caller Information
Name
Kerry Leal

Phone
3153105376

Call From Address

Contact?
N

Employer/
Work Phone

Narrative
On 8/18/17 at approximately 1332 hours, I Officer C. Bohan #212 spoke with Carrie Leo 315-310-5376
via telephone at the Madisonville Police Department in reference to three exotic animals. Leo claimed
that a fox, a fischer, and a badger were being watched by her co-worker in their state of New York
while she was hospitalized; there was a written contract. Leo stated that her co-worker's name is Tyler
} Thomas 315-286-5574 and that Thomas had moved to Madisonville with her animals. I explained that
the animals were a civil matter due to the contract but that I would attempt to contact Thomas.
08/21/2017 08:24:01

1 of 2

,

.

..

Call Sheet Report
MADISONVILLE POLICE D~PARTMENT

) 1called the nur11,ber provided for Thomas and Thomas answered. I explained that Leo wanted her
animals back. Thomas stated that he had, in writing, instructions from the USDA to not allow the
animals to go back to Leo due to mal nourishment and death investigations regarding animals against
LeaL Thomas stated that the fischer was dead, the badger is at Oakwood Zoological in Madisonville
and' that the Fox is still in New York. Thomas stated that Leo was told about the instructions from the
USDA but denied wanting copies of the letters. Thomas stated that he was in direct communication
with Paul Stringer out of NY state who works with the USDA.
I again contacted Leo and informed her of mine and Thomas' conversation, minus the location and
status of the animals. Leo was instructed to follow up with civil court.
C. Bohan #212

)

08/21/2017 08:24:01

2 of 2
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fragile Planet Wildlife Center
July 24 · 0

We would like to apologize for the recent tirade that has happened on our
page. Rest assured that no animals were stolen and Fragile Planet is
working with the proper authonties to bring justice to the animals that
unfortunately still remain stuck in unfavorable situations. Sadly, many of the
accuser's animals have been released illegally into the wild and/or have
escaped their enclosures - others who remain continue to sit in their own
wastes. Other centers, along with our own, are working diligently at getting
the remaining animals to a safe and secure facility. Throughout this
endeavor, all facilities who are assisting the animals are being wrongfully
accused of then:. Said person has been banned from our page to prevent

'-

further issues-~Dt.~!!.'!l~~.a!!.E.2~fS.siJ!l~~~2ilhis

titTs

1

_
_ _'""'!41....._
_important
..,..;j,_ _ _to
_know
___
_ those
___
_ _ _who
_ _have
_..,,..been
_
__,
situation
also
that
animals

,successfully removed to safer places are now happy and healthy We would
'lirceloexfen"'aasp'eciaTllian .
ur suppo ers analneoffier facilities
involved for caring about the
IT

can Sheet Report

DISONVILLE POLICE D~PARTMENT
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Fragile Planet Wildlife Center
August 3 ·

~

FPWC would like to apologize to any other organizations and individuals
receiving emails, .phone calls, page posts, or the like from Carrie Leo. Rest
assured that Fragile Planet has the full support of the USDA and is fully
licensed and permitted. The animals are safe and the federal government is
fully aware of the situation. We will contlnue to work With the proper
authorities, as stated previously to ensure a11 actions taken are above par.
Our organization takes pride in its reputation and its abllity to provide
Only rr you'd Uke.
utstanding care to its animals If you or your
· tion requests any
further Information, lease feel free to messa e us for claJificat
to was-te. ~our
again, apologize for any issues Ms Leo has c
and hope to have this t fMe. llYld .het1r
situation rectified as quickly as possible.
l'\,\on li~.s.
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Call Sheet Report

MADISONVILLE POUCE D~PARTMENT

I again contacted Leo and informed her of mine and Thomas' conversation, minus the location andl
status ofthe animals. Leo was instructed to follow up with civil court.
C. Bohan#212

I

a=na n III noon i:!<.12,00
~
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Exhibit 16:

Text from Plaintiff to Defendant confirming her USDA License.
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4:05 PM

CD

c315>2a6-5574
Thu, Aug 17, 5:09 PM

Tyler, here's
my USDA
License
'••

·-----.
=
e

-~,.

... ..~-

-

It has not been
revoked and
i've gotten no
notice that it's

• •
~

Text Me ...
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To: Carrie Leo

From: Special Memories Zoo
W7013 Spring Rd.

3199 Walworth Rd.
Walworth, NY 14568

Greenville, WI 54942
920-585-7925

315-310-5376

35-8-0198

21-C-0435

11-29-2014
1 Male Fisher; 4 years old
1 Female Fisher; 4 years old

(!]

CINflOINTIAl

I

(Also for Intrastate Cervid Movement)
PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY

Ch. ,ATCP 10,Wis. Admin. Code; Ch. 95, Wis. Stats.

Owner or Consignor:,,
Origin Street Address _
s;
Orig!n City I State 1.Zip
'..

.

I

□

Dealer

Market/ Name:

___

- f ,·'k·.,,_,):·

> . ; '"''; .'

□

'l;r' Farm

ORIGIN OF SHIPMENT:

I ,...
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/1,, . I IMPORT PERMIT NUMBER:
RECONSIGNEE AT PUBLIC SALE
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~remenf! \ /;;).

Cor:i_signee qr Destination

y- }•··

ReconsigneeName

Destination Street Address
-;' '-, , · 1 i / !. ,

a .
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I I
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.,J

Owner Mailing Address/ City I State/ Zip (if different than above)
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Destin.ation Mailing Address/ City/ State/ Zip (if different than above)
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SPECIES

Herd Number

Disease

'< . . · 7(~

( :.7: : :'::· )

HERD STATUS
Date

D

Cattle

D

Poultry

D

D

Camel id
Cervidae

D

Sheep
Swine

Cervidae CWD Status

D

Goat

·;[ii1Other

Brucellosis/Other:

D

Horse

f,; '5 ;~, -:: , ·

Accredited TB Herd

IQualified TB Herd

,
s·
>---------------------<;

□ WVDL Madison

□

9

Other:

BREED

Breeding
Feeding
'I21',Sale
'' □ Training

□ WVDL Barron

!

'l

lPremises Registration No.

·
• ·
Veterinarian Signature

Jvet. Lie. No.

,0~
D
D
D
D

HAULER INFORMATION (if other than consignee)
•o I Hauler Name

Exhibition/Competition
Medical Treatment
Slaughter
Other _ _ _ _ __

TUBERCULOSIS

I

Hauler Address
City I State / Zip

j Hauler Lie. No.

Hauler Phone No. (

BRUCELLOSIS

INDIVIDUAL ANIMAL TEST
DATE
INJECTED

t

(Sale veterinarian is responsible for meeting state of destination/ other movement requirements)

PURPOSE OF MOVEMENT

D
D

I SEX I AGE I ocv TATTOO

J_ .. ,,

I

.,

:-11/"_i~~

Phone No. (

I NUMBER IN
SHIPMENT

LABORATORY

OFFICIAL IDENTIFICATION

·
·
- number, Breed tattoo,
RFID, USDA eartag,
Registration

D

,_

c·1ty
I State / Z'tp' ~l ''.',f,.:,,
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'
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-

,

eH •

Reconsim1ee St~~_e.t Address
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_,. __

1
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Destinatic1
>n City/ State/ ,;ip;, .
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' ., ,.-., ""' ,..
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SUBMIT ORIGINAL WITHIN 7DA YS AFTER ISSUE TO:
Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection
Division of Animal Health
P.O. Box 8911,Madison, WI 53708-8911
Phone: 608-224-4872 Fax: 608-224-4871
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CERTIFICATE OF VETERINARY INSPECTION
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EIA

TYPE OF TEST:

TEST
RESULT

DATE
BLED

I

,

TYPE OF TEST:
--

. TEST RESULT

OTHER TEST
TYPE OF TEST:

--

DATE
BLED

I TEST RESULT

-DATE
BLED

I

TEST RESULT

-.,;

2
3
.....__

__ ,,.,-"

4
./
6 , _,/

8

_,

9

10

~

',

VETERINARIAN: I certify as a veterinarian, accredited and certified by the State of Wisconsin, that the described animal(s) have been inspected by me and that they are not showing any signs of infectious, contagious and/or communicable

disease (except where noted). The vaccinations and results of tests are as indicated on this certificate. To the best of my knowledge, the animal(s) listed on this certificate meet the state of destination and Feder.al. interstate requirements.
No warranty is made or imp_lied.
..
Date Inspected
Veterinarian's License Number
OWNER/ AGENT STATEMENT: I certify the animal{s) in Accredi.\ed./.. Licensed Vete_ri.narian Signature ,., · .o--",P( ~on)e ~um_ber _:- !)
this shipment are as listed on this certificate.
._.fl:, _
__._,.;
· - , ': · ·
.;
.
'
_,.,
'
l Date Certificate Issued
·~ss
Owner/ Agent Signature
Veterinarian's Printed Name· /
AOO,c

I
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~
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·

•

J

~

.

.

.

~
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"

- - --
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'
Personal information you provide may be used for purposes other th ~n that for which il was originally collected - sec. 15. 04( I )(m) , Wis. Stats.

Equ_al Opportunity Employer

FORM DISTRIBUTION: WHITE (WI State Veterinarian), CANARY (State Veterinarian of destination), PINK (accompany shipment), GOLDENROD (retained by issuing veterinarian)
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WISCONSIN INTERSTATE
CERTIFICATE OF VETERINARY .INSPECTION
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VETERINARIAN: I certify Ifs a veterinarian, accredited and certified by the Stata.of Wisconsin, that the described animal(si haw been inspected by me and that they ar~ not showing any signs of infectious. contagious and/or communicable
disease (except where noted). The vaccinations-and results of tests are as indicated on this certificate. To the best of my knowledge. the animal(s) listed on this c.ertificate meet the state of destination and Federal interstate requirements.
No warranty is made or implied.
p,trre Inspected
Veterinarian's License Number
OWNER/ AGENT STATEMENT: I certify the animal(s) in Accred~)J..icensed Ve:~~n.ari"1:ln Signature
Phon~ Number r
Lf
J
. ' . -,f
< .· > <
this shipment are as listed on this certificate.
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D Medical Treatment
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Date:
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ORIGIN OF SHIPMENT:
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FORM DISTRIBUTION: WHITE (WI State Veterinarian), CANARY (State Veterinarian of destination), PINK (accompany shipment). GOLDENROD (retained by issuing veterinarian)
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~ Gmail

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>
,J

You sent a payment
1 message
service@paypal.com <service@paypal.com>
Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 1:45 PM
To : "Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue & Reilabilitation, Inc." <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

PayPal

- {ftCBNADfNTlff --

'

- -- ---

Transaction ID:

\

42C

You sent a payment
Dear Caring For Cottontails Wild life Rescue 3' Rehabil itation , Inc.,
You sent a payment for $4 ,000 .00 USO to Randy Krueger.
Please note that it may take a little wh ile for 11is payment to appear in the Recent Activity list
on your Account Overview.
View the details of this transaction online

Your monthly account statement is available -anytime ; just log in to your account at
https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/webscr?c11d=_history. To correct any errors, please
contact us through ou r Help Center at https:rwww.paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/webscr?
cmd=_contact_us.

Amount you have sent:
Your fee:

$4,000.00 USO
$116.30 U~D

Yo u r tota l charge: $4,116.30 LJSD
Randy Krueger will $4 ,000 _00 LJSD
receive:
Sent on:

March 3, 2C16

Sincerely,
PayPal
/

Help I Resolution Center I Security Center
RIGHT TO REFUND

You , the customer, are entitled to a refund of the money to be transmitted as a result of this

https ://mail. google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a 734488£20& i sver=iM8e9KVih8k.en .&view=n... 4/2/201 8
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~ Gmail

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

You sent a payment
1 message

service@paypal.com <service@paypal.com>
Thu, Mar 3, 2016 at 1:45 PM
To: "Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation, Inc." <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

PayPal
(
Transaction ID: 1TM82547LW094942C

You sent a payment
Dear Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation , Inc. ,
You sent a payment for $4,000 .00 USO to Randy Krueger.
Please note that it may take a little while for this payment to appear in the Recent Activity list
on your Account Overview.
View the deta ils of this tran saction online

Your monthly account statement is available anytime; just log in to your account at
https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_history. To correct any errors, please
contact us through our Help Center at https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/webscr?
cmd=_contact_us.

Amount you have sent:
Yourfee:
Your total charge:

$4,000.00 USO
$116.30USD
$4,116.30 USO

Randy Krueger will $4 ,000 _00 USO
receive:
Sent on:

March 3, 2016

Sincerely,
PayPal
.,I

Help I Resolution Center I Security Center

RIGHT TO REFUND
You, the customer, are entitled to a refund of the money to be transmitted as a result of this

https ://mail .google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2& ik=a784488£20&j sver=iM8e9KVjh8k.en.&view=p... 4/2/2018

Page 2 of2

agreement if PayPal does not forward the money received from you with in 10 days of the date of its
receipt, or does not give instructions committing an equivalent amount of money to the person
designated by you within 10 days of the date of the receipt of the funds from you unless otherwise
instructed by you.
If your instructions as to when the money shall be forwarded or transmitted are not complied with ,
and the money has not yet been forwarded or transmitted , you have a right to a refund of your
money. If you want a refund , you may contact PayPal by calling toll-free 1-888-221-1161 .
For assistance with matters regarding your PayPal account not identified above, please contact us
toll free at 1-888-221-1161 .
PayPal as the licensee is liable for non-delivery or delayed delivery of your funds . PayPal, Inc. is
licensed to receive and transmit money under New York law.
This email was sent by an automated system , so if you reply , nobody will see it. To get in touch with
us, log in to your account and click "Contact Us" at the bottom of any page.
Copyright© 2016 PayPal , Inc. All rights reserved . PayPal is located at 2211 N. First St. , San Jose,
CA95131.

PayPal Email ID PP118 - 7c47c51 b35b0

https :/Imai I. google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a 784488£20&j sver=iM8e9KVjh8k.en.&view=p... 4/2/2018
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EXHIBIT 19

LEOvTHOMAS
Index No. 2017-1668

EXHIBIT 19A

LEOvTHOMAS
Index No. 2017-1668

SUPREME COURT OF THE ST ATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON

CARRIE M. LEO,

Index No. 2017-1668
RJI No. 22-17-0706

Plaintiff,
vs.
AFFIDAVIT

TYLER C. THOMAS,
Defendant

IN SUPPORT OF THE
AUTHENTICATION
OF EXHIBIT 198 IN THE
AMENDED COMPLAINT
OF MAY 22, 2018

The undersigned, being duly sworn, says:

1.

I am the Plaintiff, Carrie M. Leo, in the aforementioned case. I am representing myself in this matter.

2. I reside at 3199 Walworth Road, Walworth, NY 14568.
3. On December 6, 2015 around 19:00, I suffered a severe injury to my left lower extremity while working
outside in the sanctuary I own and is incorporated as Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue &

Rehabilitation, Inc.

4. The injury incurred an examination ofx-rays taken ofmy lower extremity, specifically the knee and tibia,
on December 22, 2015 at Borg & Ide, P.C. located at IO Hagen Drive, Rochester, NY 14625. The x-ray
report contained in Exhibit 198 was faxed over and received by the office of my primary care doctor,
Jeannine Dolan located in Ontario, NY.

5. Although the exact date is unknown, within thirty days of the x-ray procedure performed on the left lower
extremity, I visited my primary care physician, Dr. Jeannine Dolan in Ontario, NY, for a routine visit.
Upon requesting a copy of the x-ray report from Dr. Dolan, I received a copy which is included in Exhibit

6. The diagnosis was a complete tear of the anterior cruciate ligament and medial collateral ligaments as well
as a tibial fracture. During surgery to repair the rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament on June I, 2107, it
was also found by the surgeon, Dr. Gary Bassette, that the meniscus in the left knee was also ruptured and
was repaired successfully during the surgery as well. Dr. Bassette is an orthopedic surgeon affiliated with

Rochester General Hospital in Rochester, NY. Dr. Bassette's office is located at 20 Hagen Drive, Suite 110
Rochester, NY 14625.
Dated May 23, 2018

Carrie M. Leo, prose
3199 Walworth Road
Walworth, NY 14568

Sworn to before me
This

d-~

dayof~/Y\
~ tx"-f
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,2018

Notary Public

AIMEE K. PHILLIPS
Nota,y Public • State of New York
No. 01PH6233122
Qualified in Wayne County
My Commission Expires December 27, 2018
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12/23/20•

·o :31 AM

FROM: Fax

TO : +l (315) 524-2231

-·B&l~

PAGr

OF 002

LINDEN OAKS
10 HAGEN DR •
ROCHESTER, NY 14625 .
.
Phone: (585) 241-6400 i
t
Fax : 585-241-6657 •· Wcrrr.o,~~

· Imaging

~?!-g & Ide Imaging, PC

Copy to:
JEANNINE DOLAN MD
PO BOX368
ONTARIO NY 14519

Patient: LEO, CARRIE
Date of Birth: 08-15-1972
Phone: (315) 310-5376
MRN: 421166BI Ace: 1002445107
Date of Exam: 12-22-2015

EXAM: MRI LEFT KNEE WITHOUT CONTRAST

.

HISTORY: Evaluate for ACL rupture. Pain status post lifting injury 2 weeks ago.
TECHNIQUE: Multiple pulse sequences were obtained without contrast administration. This study was performed on a
high-field 1.5 tesla MRI scanner.
COMPARISON : None.
FINDINGS:
The patellar and quad~iceps tendons are intact. The anterior cruciate lig 9ment is completely torn (series 9 Tmage 14).
T~1e posterior cruciate ligament is intact. The lateral collateral ligament is intact. There is a complete tear of the
proximal to midportion of the medial collateral ligament (series 3 image 13 and series 4 image 12).
There is a nondisplaced subchondral fracture involving the posterior lateral ti.bial plateau (series 7 image 10) with
surrounding marrow edema. There is a trace marrow edema noted within the lateral femoral condyle.
Small Baker's cyst. Small joint effusion.
Cartilage along the patellofemoral compartment is preserved. Cartilage along the lateral and medial compartments is
preserved.
The lateral meniscus is intact. There is intrasubstance tearing of the posterior horn of the medial meniscus without
extension to an articular surface (series 9 image 15).
IMPRESSION:

1.

Nondisplaced subchondral fracture of the posterior lateral tibial plateau.

2.

Complete tear of the anterior cruciate ligament.

3.

Complete tear of the medial collateral ligament.

ef]
Confidential
Printed: 12-23-201510:31 AM

LEO, CARRIE (Exam: 12-22-2015 8:45 PM)

12/23/20 '

"0 : 31 AM

FROM: Fax

TO: +l (315) 524 - 2231

' B&t~
-

i

PAc

OF 002

LINDEN OAKS ••
10 HAGEN DR
ROCHESTER, NY 14625
Phone: (585) 241-6400 ..
Fax: 585-241-6657

Imaging

)i~~g & Ide ~!aging, EC
Continued : Page 2 of 2
Patient: LEO, CARRIE
Date of Birth: 08-15-1972

4.

lntrasubstance tearing of the posterior horn of the medial meniscus.

5.

Small joint effusion and small Baker's cyst.

Key images are annotated for future reference and revi ew on our web server.

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in the care of this patient
Nadia Yusaf MD - Electronically Signed: 12-23-2015 10:26 AM
Exam requested by:RAYMOND MONTANARO PA

Confidential
Printed: 12-23·201510:31 AM

LEO, CARRIE (Exam: 12-22-2015 8:45 PM)
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.f'-115

Injury sustained on Dec. 6, 2015
Substantial damage done to all three ligaments in left knee (ACL, MCL, and Meniscus)
and a fracture of the tibia of the left extremity.
Surgery performed on June 1, 2017

'e

See AU

Posts from Friends

CarrleLeo
•

0€cemt'ler 6, 1015 at 7:15pm · J.I.

~

I tfiink .1just b_!:ok~ my ~ g_. Does anyone have,crutches to gefme1tlrough
the nigllt?
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EXHIBIT20A
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Exhibit-

•

Avoiding My Communication After Picking The Animals Up On April 22, 2017 to Board temporarily (3-6 mos) at his facility.

• •"'ot• TFW?

<

1.

2.

3.

4.

First Attempt

Second Attempt

Third & Fourth Attempts

Fifth Attempt

3 ,30 PM

(315) 286-5574

"1 W

72% - ·►

CD

• n00" TFW -:;::-

<

3 ,3 2 PM

(315) 286-5574

.., W 71% -.>

• nr>l'Y' TFW

<

(j;

~

3 ,32 PM

-f

(315) 286-5574

W 71%a )

G)

a vo<.,v

<

TFW ?

3 c3 2 PM

.., •

71% --►

(315) 286-5574

Wed, h , 14,

-,.

facebook .com

congress.gov
\oVC'rt,

1lh1

1

4

.1,

,. p

~ r1

m
1.

;.JJ .. 1 11

0

Notes
2. Notes
3. Notes
4. Notes
Again, no reply.
no response via tex.t so I called via
Again, no reply.
Again, no reply for my attempts to
phone a few minutes later and he
communicate with him on May 22 and
answered. During the conversation via
23 .
phone on this day was when I heard for
the very first time that Tyler had made
up his mind on where he was going to
move to. However, he still didn' t
alleged ly know the time of the month,
or even the time of the year that he was
going to make the move.
Note: Tlwre was at least one more attempt I made to call him via phone but again no answer, even though I left a voicemail, I never heard from Tyler. Should this case go
to trial, I may be able to acquire phone records from my provider to show the day(s) and time(s) called as well as the length of the phone call(s).
There are also at least a couple face book messages that can also be produced showing more attempts of my trying to contact Tyler, but, again, to no avail.
VERIFIED COMPLA INT, LEO V. THOMAS,

Index No. 20 17-1668 / RJI No. 22-17-0706
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Zo&

Avoidance & :Evading Service by Defendant
Undeliverable Mail (front Qf envelope)

Evidence: This image proves that Defendant Thomas used extraordinary means in evading service as well as receiving any written

communication from Plaintiff by making it impossible to send any writings via usps. It is the duty of every RESPONSIBLE business owner
to provide means for accepting service of process, either by registering with the Department of State or providing information on how
one can contact the business' designated agent. This image also proves another attempt the Defendant made in making it impossible for
Plaintiff to find his whereabouts and when she did, to elongate justice for the Plaintiff by way of judiciary action.
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Note: This image has NOT been redacted .. Original mailing is available for viewing, if needed.
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Index No.: 17-1668
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Avoidance & Evading Service by Defendant
Undeliverable Mail (Back of envelope)
Evidence: This image proves that Defendant Thomas used extraordinary means in evading service as well as receiving any written
communication from Plaintiff by making it impossible to send any writings via usps. It is the duty of every RESPONSIBLE business owner
to provide means for accepting service of process, either by registering with the Department of State or providing information on how
ohe can contact the business' designated agent. This image also proves another attempt the Defendant made in making it impossible for
Plaintiff to find his whereabouts and when she did, to elongate justice for the Plaintiff by way of judiciary action.
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Exhibit 25A

Text #1 reveals defendant's indecisiveness regarding his move date.
Text #2 gives yet another confirmation of the bailment agreement made between the two parties.
Text #3: During the messaging conversation on July 21, 2017 between the plaintiff and defendant, the
defendant stated again that the animals should return to the plaintiff.
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The text messages below confirm the details of the bailment.
As one can see, there was no obligation on the plaintiff's part
to pay board or anything.
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ANIMALS ARE NOT OURS
to eat, wear, experiment on, use for entertainment, or abuse in any other way.
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Two Menageries Have Chutzpah ... but Not Much Else
Written by Jennifer O'Connor I December 3, 2013

The Hattiesburg Zoo is a small operation in a small town. The Mississippi zoo jams hundreds of animals of nearly 80 different
species onto only 12 acres. It appears that no one on the zoo's staff has training or experience in science-based conservation
strategies. Yet despite these failings, the facility has applied to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) to obtain a captive-bred
wildlife (CBW) permit to buy, sell, and breed endangered animals. PETA has filed comments in opposition to the application with the
FWS and has asked the agency to deny it.
CBW permits may be issued only when applicants document that their activities will serve to enhance the propagation or survival of
endangered species and that the principal reason is captive breeding for conservation purposes. The Hattiesburg Zoo proposed no
plan to do anything with the animals it wants to breed other than keep them in cramped cages, which the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) has already repeatedly found to be rusty and deteriorating.

Conservation Con Artists
Another applicant for a CBW permit is Tyler Thomas, who does business as the grandiosely named Fragile Planet Wildlife
Foundation in New York. He apparently has no formal credentials in caring for exotic animals. Thomas admitted in his application
that his sole purpose for seeking a CBW permit is for "animal acquisition for future commercial activities that involve the interstate
commerce of captive-bred animals" and for commercial breeding. He has expressed no intention of enhancing the propagation or
survival of endangered species. His goal is blatant: Buy, breed, and sell animals for his private collection and for profit.

-:-homas opened his facility only about two ye:

:190, but he already has been cited multiple

laws. In July, the USDA cited Fragile Planet for-rfousing a solitary endangered ring-tailed lemu

es for violating animal-protection
in

a parrot cage! The inspector noted

thrli the lemur was "bouncing off the walls" and that Fragile Planet had no plans to provide for his psychological enrichment. In 2012,
the USDA found that an ocelot was being housed in a "medium size dog enclosure" where the animal could barely move around.
PETA has filed comments regarding Thomas' application as well and has asked the FWS to deny it.
Wa rehousing animals for life is not the way to save them from extinction . Their salvation lies in protecting habitats and aggressively
fighting poaching , not in creating animal prisons. The Hattiesburg Zoo and Fragile Planet have overwhelmingly failed to justify their
applications to breed animals .
Instead of patronizing zoos , you can help animals by supporting organ izations that work to protect captive animals from exploitation
and to preserve habitats.
Commenting is closed.

JI December 4,

2013 at 5:58 PM

If people have no proof that they have expertise in taking care of animals then they should not be able to acquire them

Reply

PeTA
(https://www.peta.org)
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
501 Front St. , Norfolk, VA 23510 I 757-622-PETA (7382) I 757-622-0457 (fa x)
PETA is a nonprofit, ta x-exempt 501(c)(3) corporation (tax ID number 52-1218336).
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PETA Calls On Feds to Nix Cruel Menagerie's Bid for a Breeding
Permit
Fragile Planet's Animal-Care Violations, Limited Endangered-Animal ExP-erience Are Grounds for Disgualification, SayJ?.
Group_
For Immediate Release:

December 3, 2013
Contact:

David Perle 202-483-7382
Alexandria Bay, N.Y. - PETA has just filed formal comments with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service opposing Alexandria Bay-based

Tyler Thomas' application for a permit to breed endangered animals at his facility, Fragile Planet Wildlife Center. In its comments,
PETA points out that captive-bred wildlife permits under the Endangered Species Act may be issued only to licensees who promote
the survival or propagation of the species in the wild-and Thomas has expressed no intention of enhancing the survival of
endangered species. His only apparent purpose is to buy and sell animals for hi~ private collection and for profit.
PETA also notes that in the mere two years that Fragile Planet has held a U.S. Department of Agriculture exhibitor's license, the
facility has received multiple citations for violating the federal Animal Welfare Act, including housing an endangered ring-tailed lemur
alone in a parrot cage-causing the lemur psychological distress-and housing an endangered ocelot in a "medium size dog
enclosure."
"It takes expertise to run an endangered-species conservation program-expertise that a man who sticks endangered wild animals
in tiny cages clearly doesn't have," says PETA Foundation Director of Captive Animal Law Enforcement Delcianna Winders. "PETA
is calling on the Fish & Wildlife Service to refuse to allow Thomas to open up shop as an endangered-animal breeder-for-profit. "
PETA's comments also note that Thomas has apparently obtained several endangered animals-including the lemur and the ocelot,
as well as a Chinese alligator and a brush-tailed bettong-despite expressing concerns about financial difficulties on Fragile Planet's
Facebook page.
PETA's comments are available upon request. For more information, please visit PETA.org.

PeTA

(https://www.peta.org)

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
501 Front St. , Norfolk, VA 23510 I 757-622-PETA (7382) I 757-622-0457 (fa x)
PETA is a nonprofit, ta x-exempt 501(c)(3) corporati o n (ta x ID numbe r 52-1218336).
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~New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
N01 ICE OF LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUESTED BY LICENSEE

This is NOT a License
Date: 05/06/2014
License#: 623
License Type: License to Collect or Possess - Education/Exhibition
Applicant: CARRIE M LEO
3199 WALWORTH RD
WALWORTH, NY 14568

Owner ID: 1626809

Amendment Description:
At your request, in a letter or correspondence dated 4/18/2014, the department has amended your license.
The following changes have been made:
I) Licensee request to add or remove authorized species
Additional Information:
Captive bred fox and mink (ranch fox/mink) do not need to be on your license to collect or possess. The
only requirement to keep these species in New York State is a valid USDA permit.

Agency Contact:
CHRIS D SCHIRALLI
Special License Analyst
"
NYSDEC SPECIAL LICENSES UNIT
ALBANY, NY 12233-4752
Telephone Number: (518) 402-8985
Email Address:
fwslu@gw.dec.state.ny.us
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~ e Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

(

animals
8 messages

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

Mon, Sep 25, 2017 at 8:43 AM

To: andrea.d'ambrosio@aphis.usda.gov
Andrea,
How can i go about getting my animals back from Tyler?
- Carrie Leo
315.3105376
Carrie Leo, Curator
Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue
& Rehabilitation, Inc.
Walworth, NY 14568
ph 3·1b.::nU.b3/ti

(
D'Ambrosio, Andrea - APHIS
<Andrea. D'Ambrosio@apnis.usda.gov>

Mon, Sep 25,
2011 at 1:14

PM

To: Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>
HJ Carrie,

A.v1dre.a .! )'Ambrosio
Animal Care Insoector- \AJester,n NY
I

httos://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a784488f20&jsver=... 10/1/2017

/1'-_l!Uc.Ul - cHUUJcH:S

From: Carrie Leo [mailto:caringforcottontaiis@gmaii .com]
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 8:43 AM
To: D'Ambrosio, Andrea -APHIS <Andrea.D'Ambrosio@aphis.usda.gov>
Subject: animals

[Quoted text hidden]

This electronic message contains information generated by the USDA solely
for the intended recipients. Any unauthorized interception of this message or
the use or disclosure of the information it contains may violate the law and
subject the violator to civil or criminal penalties. If you believe you have
received this message in error, please notify the sender and delete the email
immediately.
-·-- -·---·- - -

• Leo <carmg
· forcotton t a,-1s@gma,-1.com>
Carr1e

Mon, Sep 25, 2017
at
: PM
1 54
To: "D'Ambrosia, Andrea - APHIS" <Andrea.D'Ambrosio@aphis.usda.gov
Ok because the BBB contacted you and said that they were told that i
cannot have my animals back yet because I'm not in compliance. So i
thought that meant i should contact you to see what i need to do to be in
compliance.
Tyler is also stating that he has written instructions from you stating that he
is to keep the animals until the USDA tells him otherwise. Is this true?
He also stated that my fisher died in his care.
Thanks,
Carrie Leo
315.310.537{3
Carrie Leo, Curator
Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue
& Rehabilitation, Inc.
Walworth, NY 14568

ph 3'l5.3i0.5376

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a784488f20&jsver=... 10/1/2017
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{Quoted text hidden)
(

D'Ambrosio, Andrea -APHIS
<Andrea. D'Ambrosio@aphis.usda.gov>
To: Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

Mon, Sep 25,
2017 at 2:09 PM

Your first step towards getting into compliance would be to allow a routine
inspection of your facility. You are not in compliance due to three refused
inspections since last year. If you have current hours of operation you would
like to provide that would be helpful.

Mr. Thomas does not have written instruction from my agency.
Andrea D1Ambrosio
Animal Care Inspector
[Quoted text hidden]

(

~f

· ~ ~~
2
To: " □'Ambrosio, Andrea - APHIS" <Andrea.D'Ambrosio@aphis.usda.gov>

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

Mon, Sep

25

So i need to get inspected before getting my animals back from Tyler? Or
can i start working on getting them back now while i wait for an inspection?
Carrie Leo, Curator
Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue
& Rehabilitation , Inc.
Walworth, NY 14568
ph 315_310_B376
[Quoted texi hidden]

D'Ambrosio, Andrea - APHIS
<Andrea. D'Ambrosio@aphis.usda.gov>
To: Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

Mon, Sep 25,
2017 at 2:20 PM

I was under the impression you have already been working to get them
back. Your first step to getting back into compliance would be to have an
inspection.
Andrea D'Ambrosia
Animal Care Inspector

httos://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a784488f20~jsver=...

10/1/2017

, 'Ullli:11! - i:1111111'!.1;:)

[Quoted text hidden]

(

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

Mon, Sep

~g~ ~~

25 ,
6

To: "D'Ambrosio, Andrea - APHIS" <Andrea.D'Ambrosio@aphis.usda.gov>
I tried. However, Tyler won't give them back. The last time i spoke to him,
he said that all of my animals are safe but then the next day he told a police
officer whom i asked to check on the animals, that the fisher was dead. I
really would like an investigation done on why the fisher is dead. If i ever
thought my animals would have been taken out of state against my wishes
and then having one allegedly die in his care, i never would have let him
care for them.
Carrie Leo, Curator
Garing For Cottontails Wi'ldlife Rescue
& Rehabilitation, Inc.

Walworth NY 14568
'
(

[Quoted text ll1dden]
'

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>
~ o : "D'Ambrosio, Andrea - APHIS"
~ea.D'Ambrosio@aphis.usda.gov>

Tue, Sep 26, 2017 at
1:33 PM

11"ts ~ I lMs
S.0Vt+ ·l~ 1o, lo. rt

~ ~

Andrea,
I've attached a police officer's report as well as the BBB
update so you can see what Tyler has said concerning my
animals. He has a different story for each person he
speaks with. I had so much respect for him; I never
thought he would do what he did.
Carrie Leo, Curator
Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue & Rehabilitation, Inc.
Walworth, New York
ph: (315} 310=-5376
http://www.caringforcottontails.org
fQuoted text hidden1,
~

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui-2&ik=a784488f20&jsver=... 10/1/2017
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Gmail - Hi there!

From: Carrie Leo [mailto :caringforcottontails@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, September 11 , 2017 5:06 PM
To: - - - - Subject: Re: Hi there!
[Quoted text hidden]

Tue, Sep 12, 2017 at 6:05 AM
Reply-To:
To: Carrie Leo<canngtorcottontails@gmail .com>--

Hi Carrie,

From: Carrie Leo [ma ilto: caringforcottontails@gmail.com]
Sent: Mondav. Septe_mber 11, 2017 5:05 PM
To: .
Sub-~
j e~c~t-:~R~e-:H
:-::-;
i t~h-e-re~!

Depends on the price. I need at least one female.

Carrie Leo, Curator
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Tue, Sep 12, 2017 at 8:23 AM

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

To:
1300 miles? Holy cow! lol
It would depend on what the cost is for a pair. As far as having one more fisher than i planned on isn't a problem but i
have to be careful financially.

Caring For Cottontails Wildlife Rescue
& Rehabilitation , Inc.
;://mail.google.com/mai l/u/ 1/?ui=2&ik=;a 7AAAAAf'"' P ,_ , · -

-- - •-

4/10/2018

Gmail- LCP

~ Gmail

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail. om>

LCP
8 messages
Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>
To: Mark D Sanza <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>

Tue, Mar 27, 2018 at 5:03 AM

Mr. Sanza,
I thought you'd be the best person to ask concerning the following subject.
Until a revocation takes place on my license, if it does, may I continue to keep the animals that are denoted on the
license? I am thinking I remember reading there was a process that once a revocation takes place, the licensee is given
written notice on the amount of time he or she has in relocating the animals that were on the license. Am I correct?
Thank you.
Carrie Leo
Sanza, Mark D (DEC) <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>
To: Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

Tue, Mar 27, 2018 at 7:58 AM

That is correct. A revocation is not official until the Commissioner issues a final decision in the case.

From: Carrie Leo [mailto: caringforcottontails@gmail.com ]

Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 5:04 AM
To: Sanza, Mark D (DEC) <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>
Subject: LCP

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
[Quoted text hidden]

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

Tue, Mar 27, 2018 at 9:07 AM

To: "Sanza , Mark D (DEC)" <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>
Would you be willing to write an affidavit in that matter?
The reason is I am trying to get animals that I own back from another licensee who took them out of state
I would really appreciate it as the guy is literally making up his own laws to confuse the judge.
Thank you.
Carrie
[Quoted text hidden]

Sanza, Mark D (DEC) <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>
To: Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>

Tue, Mar 27, 2018 at 1:17 PM

https ://mail .google .com/mai l/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a 784488f20&jsver=LcPASTiusm8 .en .&view=pt&q =sanz&search=query&th= 16277e65b8ef1183&siml= 16266b2be96fc81

Gmail- LCP

I cannot do that, unfortunately, since Affidavits by counsel or DEC staff are for usein DEC hearings or litigation where
the DEC is a named party. That is not the situation here.

From: Carrie Leo [ma ilto:caringforcottonta ils@gmail.com]

Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 9:08 AM
To: Sanza, Mark D (DEC) <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>
Subject: Re: LCP

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Would you be willing to write an affidavit in that matter?

The reason is I am trying to get animals that I own back from another licensee who took them out of state.

I would really appreciate it as the guy is literally making up his own laws to confuse the judge.

Thank you.
Carrie
On Mar 27, 2018, at 7:58 AM, Sanza, Mark D (DEC) <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov> wrote:
That is correct. A revocation is not official until the Commissioner issues a final decision in the case.

From: Carrie Leo [mailto:caringforcottontails@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 5:04 AM
To: Sanza, Mark D (DEC) <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>
Subject: LCP

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown
senders or unexpected emails.

Mr. Sanza,

I thought you'd be the best person to ask concerning the following subject.

Until a revocation takes place on my license, if it does, may I continue to keep the animals that are denoted
on the license? I am thinking I remember reading there was a process that once a revocation takes place,
https://mai I.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a 784488f20&jsver=LcPASTiusm8.en .&view=pt&q =sanz&search=q uery&th= 16277e65b8ef1183&siml= 16266b2be96fc81

4/10/2018

7'::j 3

Gmail- LCP

the licensee is given written n t-_.J on the amount of time he or she has in re1
on the license. Am I correct?

,ting the animals that were

Thank you.
Carrie Leo

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>
To: "Sanza, Mark D (DEC)" <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>

Tue, Mar 27, 2018 at 1:24 PM

i understand. Is there a way I can get an updated license then? It would be the same animals on the license. Not much
changed. Special Licenses Unit never issued me another version of the license since July, 2016.

[Quoted text hidden]

Sanza, Mark D (DEC) <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>

Tue, Mar 27, 2018 at 1:33 PM

To: Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>
Your last license is still valid. If the animals on it have changed since the expiration date noted on that license, then
you can send in a written report of the animals you currently possess to the Special Licenses Un it .

From: Carrie Leo [mailto:caringforcottontails@gmail.com ]

Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2018 1:25 PM
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>
To: "Sanza, Mark D (DEC)" <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>

Tue, Mar 27, 2018 at 1:38 PM

ok, i'm in a predicament. I have a lawsuit against the other licensee and i have to prove that my license is still valid even
though the most recent copy makes it look like it has expired and no longer active. So the other licensee made a motion
that included in it that my LCP has expired and therefore, I am no longer licensed to get my animals back. What do I do?
[Quoted text hidden]

Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com>
To: "Sanza , Mark D (DEC)" <mark.sanza@dec.ny.gov>
Cc: joseph.therrien@dec.ny.gov

Fri, Mar 30, 2018 at 1:13 PM

Mr. Sanza,
I copied Mr. Therrien in on this email for the purpose of my acquiring some type of authorization for having a valid LCP at
this time.
I wasn't sure if i was allowed to talk to anyone in the Special Licenses Unit at this time, so I included both of you to help
resolve this issue.
I'm not trying to do anything funny. I just would like the written authorization to prove licensure, as other licensees have.
Please let me know what can be done in this matter.
Thank you.
https:/ /mail .google .com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a 784488f20&jsver=LcPASTiusm8 .en .&view=pt&q=sanz&search=query&th= 16277e65b8ef1183&siml= 16266b2be96fc81

4/10/2018

Gmail - LCP

Carrie Leo

315:310.5376

On Mar 30, 2018, at 1 :00 PM , Carrie Leo <caringforcottontails@gmail.com> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail .google .com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=a 784488f20&j sver=LcPASTiusm8.en .&view=pt&q =sanz&search=query&th= 16277e65b8ef1183&siml= 16266b2be96fc81
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Center
July 24 ·

We would like to apologize for the
recent tirade that has happened
on our page. Rest assured that no
animals were stolen and Fragile
Planet is working with the proper
aut horities to bring justice to the
animals that unfortunately still
remain stuck in unfavorable
situations. Sadly, many of the
accuser's animals have been
released illegally into the wild and/
or have escaped their enclosures others who remain continue to sit
in their own wastes. Other centers,
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in their own wastes. Other centers,
along with our own, are working
diligently at getting the remaining
animals to a safe and secure
facility. Throughout this endeavor,
all facilities who are assisting t he
animals are being wrongfully
accused of theft. Said person has
been banned from our page t o
prevent further issues or
confrontation. We 'Nill keep all
posted on the status of this
situation. It is also important to
know that those animals who have
been successfully removed to
safer places are now happy and
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supporters and the other facilities
involved for caring about the
animals.
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Tyler Thomas
August 2 at 11:01~m ·
I hate making a post like this .•• but I feel as
though I need to at this point. I feel like I need
to because many of my friends and colleagues
are being ·harassed by a woman named Carrie
Leo out of NY. Carrie has many fb accounts
with different names (Marie Marvin And Derek
Sykes just to name a couple). She proclaims
to be an expert in animal care and has
multiple business names (caring for
cottontails and something about quills as well
for a porcupine business she attemtped). She
is working very diligently at slandering our
name, and the name of Fragile Planet - all
because USDA had requested we do not
return animals we agreed to board for her on
the pretenses of multiple animal deaths,
escapes, and releases at the facility. Because
of this shocking news, we agreed to obey the
recommendations of the government which
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the pretenses of multiple animal deaths,
escapes, and releases at the facility. Because
of this shocking news, we agreed to obey the
recommendations of the government which
also keeps the animals safe. We are being
accused of theft and more. Anyone who
knows us and the work of Fragile Planet can
attest and knows we w_ould never do that to
someone. We have never stolen animals from
anyone! If you are contacted by this woman In
any manner please let us know and screen
shot any information provided by her. I
appreciate the support of my friends and I
look forward to this mess ending soon.
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FPWC wmlltl like to apologize to any other organizations and indivrouals
receiving emails, phone calls. page posts, or the like from Carrie Leo. Rest
assureo that Fraglle Planet ttas tne run support orn1e USDA am:1 ts runy
licensed and permitted. Tile animals are sate am1 the federal government is
rutty aware of the sttuauoo we will continue to work with the proper
autnormes, as stated previously to ensure all actions taken are aoove par
ou, organization takes pride in Its reputation and Its ability to provide
outstamung care to its animals ff you or your organiZation requests any
further lnJolmation. please feel free to message us for darification. we,
again, apotogize for any Issues Ms Leo nas r.aused and hope to have ttus
snuation rectified as quickly as possible.
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Defendant's shaming of another exotic animal owner . It is believed that the third lemur mentioned was immediately bounced out of defendant's facility
And sold. If this indeed happened, it is considered a highly unethical practice. Within two years, defendant sold these two rescues because they didn't
produce offspring.
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Fragile Planet Wildlife Center

These are two of the three new
kids that call Fragile Planet their
home on their way here. Although
nervous they are in much better
hands now and they won't have
any idea what to do when they
see what their new outdoo r
summer enclosure will have to
provide for them!
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